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Five useful weights: This smart, functional sans serif has 

| ig ht deservedly become one of 

book our basic body and display types 

medium —clean and crisp in design, 

heavy varying in its weights to meet all 

black publicity needs, and available 

—and four weights of ina full range of sizes 
Spartan Condensed 
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e 

| res of Spartan are shown: e ° 

range point size and page location 

light £* 6124. |> 68,9 .10,12,14 - 18,24 ; 
with MEDIUM p.4 p.6 * pez) ae p.8 ° 

book 6to24 1 6 oor VOT 12, 1a ley ee 
with HEAVY p. 10 Polis ril2y ie pols) tee p. 14 

with ITALIC Giclee 6; 8/9) 10) 214) 2 18) 246 sO RG 
i . 22-23 pr2ouee p26 p.27. . pp. 28-29 medium s 

with HEAVY 6 to 24 6, 879 210) 12) 1A 187245 
p.31 B82 be piss), pase oy 

NOTE heavy §— 61036 | 6,8,9 -10,12,14 : 18,24 - 30,36 
with ITALIC pp. 36-37 p.38 ° p.39 p40 > pp. 41-42 

aora & > . 5 

Two styles of lower case ‘a’ are available in bi k kt ; : - 
all weights and sizes of Spartan: a or a, as ac 6 to 36 6, 8, 9 4 OF 11, 14 ‘i 18, 24 i 30, 36 

preferred. with ITALIC pp. 44-45 p46. BAe p-48 =. pp. 49-50 
In all weights except the Book with Heavy : 

and its condensed version, ‘a’ is regularly fur- | ; s nished and ‘a’ is designated as an alternative, book condensed | 6 to 36 6, 8,10 " Lopate i 182A 30-36 
Special No. 1. i } 1 Or 5 , : 7 ‘ 1 

In all sizes of Book with Heavy and Book with HEAVY CONDENSED | p. 16 p17 - p18 | p19 | pp. 20-21 
Condensed with Heavy Condensed, the roman | = > = 
‘a’ is regularly supplied as being preferable for ° | fm i i the increased volume of text composition. The me jum con ense | 8 to 24 810.12 - 14°18, 24°; : ‘a’ is therefore designated as Special No. 1. ith BLACK CONDENSED | ‘ i i fs 62 i i The form you prefer—a or a—in any weight ot } Dace Pac : i z : and size of Spartan, may be substituted with- a x . 
out additional charge by merely indicating h d d . . . 
your preference in ordering. eavy con ense | 6 to 36 6, 8, lOc: 12, Al ee 18, 24uh: SO} 36 

fractions with BOOK CONDENSED | eG Pale Sonne Pig. | pp 202) 
Special No. 1 em fractions are recommended i is ‘ 
for efficient tabular composition in all weights ith ITALIC 4 . . 
and sizes of Spartan. They differ slightly in de- ae 6 to 36 8, 10, 12 é 14, 18, 24 4 30, 36 . 
sign from the regular em fractions and are full black condensed pp. 52-53 p54. p55, pp. 56-57, 
em width on the body. (In ordering, specify Y " 
preference—Special No. 1 fractions are avail- with SPARTAN HEAVY 18-24 18 WwW 14 a 24wi8 - : 
able as an alternative choice, at no extra p. 53 p. 58 3 p. 58 5 3 
charge.) In all weights of Spartan Condensed _ - - 
the regular em fraction is full on the body and é t é . . 
no special is furnished. duplica e x . : 

5 to 10 2,679. Orr : 
ad figures ppiceas p64 ° p65 + : 

Special advertising figures in three weights — = - ~ 
Light, Medium and Black—are available in 
five sizes, 18 to 42 point inclusive. These are 
designated as Gothic No. 39, 40 and 41, and 
are shown on pages 5, 23 and 45.



LINOTYPE’S SPARTAN FAMILY 
(Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.) 

8 

In these 5 useful weights: e 
Spartan Light, the junior and lightest-in-weight member of light 

Linotype’s popular and functional sans serif family, has the 

d ° h airy, fashionable look to grace many a printed piece of 

—(an 4 weig ts of the Condensed: style and cosmetic promotion, among its other uses. How is 

one to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic 
(Series range, p. 4; Specimens, pp. 5-8 with Medium) 

book Spartan Book Condensed, the lightest weight available in the con- Spartan Book, next in weight to the Light, has a shade bo k 

densed form, is popular for a variety of commercial printing needs. more color for clarity in continuous reading and coated Q 

condensed Available in combination with Spartan Heavy Condensed in a 6- to paper printing. Note the comfortable length of the as- 

24-point size range, and also for larger display in one-letter mat- © + cenders and descenders in this and other weights—noth- 

rices, in 30 and 36 point. How is one to assess and evaluate atype —ing stubby or inconclusive about them. How is one to 
(Series range, p. 16; Specimens, pp. 15-21 with Heavy Condensed) (Series range, p. 10; Specimens, pp. 9-14 with Heavy. Italic in process) 

medium Spartan Medium Condensed with its slightly heavier weight of Spartan Medium and its Italic, the valuable utility weight medi 

line than Book Condensed, is equally and deservedly popular for of the family, is useful alike for both text and display. Check a 

condensed general commercial printing. Available in combination with the even fitting of this and the four other weights, and note 

Spartan Black Condensed, where it provides excellent contrast in how smoothly the letters flow into word forms for easy read- 

the 8- to 24-point size range. How is one to assess and evaluate a ing. How is one to assess and evaluate a type face in terms 
(Series range, p. 60; Specimens, pp. 59-62 with Black Condensed) | (Series range, pp. 22-23; Specimens, pp. 24-29 with Italic, 5-8 with Light, 30-34 with Heavy) 

| 

heavy Spartan Heavy Condensed reflects the heft and vigor of its name- | Spartan Heavy, has the husky, vigorous weight required heav 

sake. Combined with Spartan Book Condensed in 6- to 24-point | for much modern promotional printing. Available in y 

condensed sizes, it not only provides excellent contrast for emphasis and sub- combination with its own Italic, or with the Book and 

heads, but is quite useful for text and display as well. One-letter © | Medium weights for the degree of contrast preferred. 

display sizes in 30 and 36 point. How is one to assess and evaluate How is one to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of 
(Series range, p. 16; Specimens, pp. 15-21 with Book Condensed) (Series range, pp. 36-37; Specimens, pp. 35-42 with Italic, 9-14 with Book, 30-34 with Medium) 

black Spartan Black Condensed has the desirable qualities of both weight Spartan Black packs the power and wallop to stop bl a ck 

and compactness—eye-gripping power for reader attention, the roving reading eye. Dynamic in display, ar- 

condensed space-saving design and fitting for maximum letter count in both resting for contrast. Available with its own Italic, 

heads and display. Available with its own Italic, or in combination an equally desirable type for the ultimate in em- 

with Spartan Medium Condensed, as preferred. How is one to phasis. How is one to assess and evaluate a type 
(Series range, pp. 52-53; Specimens, pp. 51-57 with Italic, 59-62 with Medium Condensed, 58 with Heavy) (Series range, pp. 44-45; Specimens, 43-50 with Italic) 

2 3



SPARTAN LIGHT ¥ with MEDIUM 
_ 

COMPARISON OF SIZES fe 
6 Point (6A.488) Lower case alphabet, 89 points. Figures, .0484 Seal ‘ 
HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic desion? Why do the pace-makers in the art of printing 1234 
HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of printing 1234 i 

8 Point (8A546) Lower case alphabet, 93 points. Figures, .0553 asb 

HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of prin 1234 
HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of prin 1234 

9 Point (94200) 8 Point Alignment Lower case alphabet, 104 points. Figures, .0622 

HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in 1234 
HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in 1234 

10 Point (104502) Lower case alphabet, 117 points. Figures, .0692 

HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace- 1234 
HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace- 1234 
12 Point (124514) Lower case alphabet, 138 points. Figures, .083 

HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Wh 1234 
HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Wh 1234 
14 Point (144274) Lower case alphabet, 158 points. Figures, .0968 

HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic 1234 
HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic 1234 
18 Point, Two-Letter (184128) Lower case alphabet, 217 points. Figure 1, .083 or .1107; 2 to 0, .1107 

HOW IS one to assess and evaluate a type face in te 12 
HOW IS one to assess and evaluate a type face in te 12 

Also available in one-letter matrices as Spartan Medium (184435), code word, ZIYUR er 

24 Point, Two-Letter (244128) Lower case alphabet, 271 points. Figure 1, .1107 or .166; 2 to 0, .166 | 

HOW IS one to assess and evaluate a typ 12 si 
HOW IS one to assess and evaluate a typ 12 a 

Also available in one-letter matrices as Spartan Medium (244399), code word, ZIYVE 4 
i 

Nt er RR NS RE AEE RR RAT RE ESE SEES TO A I | eS a ‘ 

LIST OF CHARACTERS AVAILABLE t 

(6 TO 14 POINT) \ 

ABCDEFGHISJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& ‘ 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& ie 

12345  abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvywxyz 67890 
12345  abcdefghijklmnopqrstuywxyz 67890 

Tn 
$£,.:;/-'?!-|-EAGee... O*TESILI@ tb “AAA 

$£,.:;'-'?!-|-EGee ee (eatectes: NIK@ tbeco: firtl feth i 

Ve V4 Ya Vo % 54 7 Va 7h Vs 55 5 Vs % 
Ve Va Ye V2 % 5h Te Va %h Vs 256 5 45 Vo % an 

‘oin' 

SzStETEG ELE SSE 10: 
SERSESELELERELE te 

tion of 

ALTERNATIVE CHARACTER—SPECIAL No. 1 Advert 

a a 4 Poin 

Made in all sizes and supplied on special order 9 
" 

Yap 
tion of 

es Advertis 

4 30 Point 

30423}, 
tion of 
sts: 4



Invitation in GPR EERE CRREER 
Spartan Medium 222) yey) 

with period 1eex ex i 
] ie enon 4 Cea i Pra ' 

| (12 pt. 1026) | yy es You are cordially invited to attend : 
| asberkeround LEEK EEK EEK CEKEER 

' J ' 
QUE \2. 5 ‘ 

ao Pao 2029 of arts, craft, and handiwork eieldegkerderd : 
chactnMcicene : iG oi 

' 

Wego R20 2 o 20 020 by the new Adult Education Group of Westchester County ' 

c EK ECR Fam CECE Friday, October 19, 1951 + County Center, White Plains ‘ 

WeDo Yeo ye0 ! 
\ha0 han Ae 209 a00 ‘ ‘ | ee : 

| Below: Uncommon ‘ ' ' 
business card ' ‘ 

treatment in ' ' 
| Spartan Light rm f 
| and Medium ae ees oe ' 

| ARE SUPPLY 

t ALTY HARDW : ORD AND SHELDON 
t Spec Maat poeta 

: ind streets IN CHICAGO 

‘ \ 145 Spr! a 
Ys e \ine setts Ht 4 ‘ 

: Complet for Hunting ; WILL BE CLOSED 
‘ of hardware Telephon? 0352 

‘ rs < ‘ : 

\ mill contracto Huntington SATURDAY, JULY 2ND ‘ 

: an builders os : 

\ ee a ge MONDAY, JULY 4TH AND 

(22 Right: | EVERY SATURDAY ' 
Newspaper announcement in} 1 

Spartan Light, with emphasis in} 1 

| Spartan Medium. Initial, | DURING JULY AND AUGUST ' 
12 pt. 891 rule! 

STORE : 
HOURS \ 

GOTHIC No. 39 ADVERTISING FIGURES 9:30 ' 

18 TO 42 POINT. (18 1a 30 point punched in normal or auxiliaty position; 36 and 42 point TO ‘ 
punched in auxiliary position only. Where figures run: See One-Line Specimen Book, page 118.) 5:30 t 

18 Point. Figure 1, .083; 2 to 0, "s 36 Point. Figure 1, .166; 2 to 0, .2629. : 

1234567090, bc ns 1 

18A367, Code, ZEDUK. Casts: Advertising figure of normal posi- / Cc ' 

Advertising; fourelor ane!(evter display told. Ne ‘ soecec cere ects ene! 
36A131, auxiliary position, Code, ZEDYU. Casts: Special advertising 

24 Point. Figure 1, .1107; 2 to 0, .1798. figure of display mold. 

204 SGT 70) $c r 42 Point. Figure 1, .1937; 2 to 0, .9044, 
240309, Code, ZEDUR. Casts: Advertising figure or normal posi 
tion of two-letter display mold, 24A315. Code, ZELCE. Casts: ; 
Advertising figure or one-letter display mold. 

30 Point. Figure 1, .1383; 2 to 0, .2213. | ; 7 a $ ( 

| 23450709, : Sc 42029, auxiliary position, Code, ZEFEH. Casts: Special advertising 

See a ee eet te dT GOADIN. Coos TZELDI, FRACTIONS (4, Ya, 4, Ya AND 24) 
Casts: Advertising figure or one-letter display mold. ARE AVAILABLE IN ALL SIZES



SPARTAN LIGHT f with MEDIUM 
a I 

6 POINT 
HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TYPE FACE IN TER HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TYPE FACE IN TER 
OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WHY DO THE PACE-MAKERS IN THE OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WHY DO THE PACE-MAKERS IN THE 

How is one to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its es- How is one to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its es- 
thetic design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of printing rave _ thetic design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of printing rave 
over a specific face of type? What do they see in it? Why is itso over a specific face of type? What do they see in it? Why is it so 
Superlatively pleasant to their eyes? Good design is always prac- _ superlatively pleasant to their eyes? Good design is always prac- 
tical design. And what they see in a good type design is, partly, tical design. And what they see in a good type design is, partly, 
its excellent practical fitness to perform its work. It has a ‘‘heft’’ its excellent practical fitness to perform its work. It has a “heft” 
and balance in all of its parts just right for its size, as any good —and balance in all of its parts just right for its size, as any good 
tool has. Your good chair has all of its parts made nicely to the _ tool has. Your good chair has all of its parts made nicely to the 
right size to do exactly the work that the chair has to do, neither _ right size to do exactly the work that the chair has to do, neither 
clumsy and thick, nor “‘skinny’’ and weak, no waste of material clumsy and thick, nor Haga and weak, no waste of material 
and no lack of strength. anes beyond that, the chair may have and no lack of strength. And, beyond that, the chair may have 
been made by a man who worked out in it his sense of fine shapes been made by a man who worked out in it his sense of fine shapes 
and curves and proportions: it may be, actually, a work of art. and curves and proportions: it may be, actually, a work of art. 
The same thing holds for shapes of latter And your chair, or your The same thing holds for shapes of letters. ane Poe chair, or your 
letter (if a true artist made it) will have, basldes its good looks, letter (if a true artist made it) will have, besides its good looks, 
a suitability to the nth degree to be sat in, or stamped on paper a suitability to the nth degree to be sat in, or stamped on paper 
and read. That explains, in a way, why the experts rave over the and read. That explains, in a way, why the experts rave over the 

(solid) 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijklmnoparstuvwxyzfiflffhim feet 1234567890 
abcdefghijklmnoparstuvwxyzfiflfffifl [($£,.2;/-"21* )] 1234567890 

Matrix Information: 64.488. Lower case alphabet, 89 points. Figures, .0484; comma, period and thin space, .0277. Code word, ZODUN. 

od 

8 POINT - 
HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TYPE FACE IN HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TYPE FACE IN 
TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WHY DO THE PACE-MA TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WHY DO THE PACE-MA 

How is one to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its | How is one to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its 
esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of print- esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of print- 
ing rave over a specific face of type? What do they see in it? ing rave over a specific face of type? What do they see in it? 
Why is it so superlatively pleasant to their eyes? Good design — Why is it so superlatively pleasant to their eyes? Good design 
is always practical design, And what they see ina good type _is always practical design. And what they see in a good type 
design is, partly, its excellent practical fitness to perform its design is, partly, its excellent practical fitness to perform its 
work. It has a “heft” and balance in all of its parts just right work, It has a “heft” and balance in all of its parts just right 
for its size, as any good tool has. Your good chair has all of _ for its size, as any good tool has. Your good chair has all of 
its parts made nicely to the right size to do exactly the work _ its parts made nicely to the right size to do exactly the work ! 
that the chair has to do, neither clumsy and thick, nor that the chair has to do, neither clumsy and thick, nor 
“skinny” and weak, no waste of material and no lack of “skinny” and weak, no waste of material and no lack of 
strength. And, beyond that, the chair may have been made strength. And, beyond that, the chair may have been made 
by a man who worked out in it his sense of fine shapes and by a man who worked out in it his sense of fine shapes and 
curves and proportions: it may be, actually, a work of art. curves and proportions: it may be, actually, a work of art. j 

(solid) 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzfiflffAim —[($£,.:;'-"21*T£§])] 1234567890 
abcdefghijkimnoparstuvwxyzfiN ffi [($£,.:;’~’21*4489])] 1234567890 

Matrix Information: 84546. Lower case alphabet, 93 points. Figures, .0553; comma, period and thin space, .0277. Code word, ZISIN. 

Leanne eee eee 

9 POINT 

HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TYPE FA HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TYPE FA 
IN TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WHY DO THE P_—_|N TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WHY DO THE P 

oN is ae iS ve eyeliaie a type ieee SS How is one to assess and evaluate a type face in terms 
Of Is Benet Gesigny 'y do the pace-makers in the att of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in the art 
of printing rave over a specific face of type? What do at OHRHAa TG ‘fie f f a Whar’ 
they see in it? Why is it so superlatively pleasant to their Printing rave over a specific tace of type enco. 
eyes? Good design is always practical design. And what they see in it? Why is it so superlatively pleasant to their 
they see in a good type design is, partly, its excellent eyes? Good design is always practical design. And what 
practical fitness to pertorm its work. It has a “heft” and they see in a good type design is, partly, its excellent 
balance in all of its parts just right for its size, as any __ practical fitness to perform its work. It has a “heft” and 
good tool has. Your good chair has all of its parts made —_ balance in all of its parts just right for its size, as any 
nicely to the right size 19 do exactly the work that the — good tool has. Your good chair has all of its parts made 
chair has to do, neither clumsy and thick, nor “skinny nicely to the right size to do exactly the work that the 
and weak, no waste of material and no lack of strength. edi hastie doy denher clume dahiele elena? 
And, beyond that, the chair may have been made by a a k if eon ISG BOtR arn; 
man who worked out in it his sense of fine shapes and NG Weak, no waste of material and no lack of strength. 
curves and proportions: it may be, actually, a work of And, beyond that, the chair may have been made by a 

(on eight point body) (on nine point body) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzfiflffifl [($£,.:;’-"2!*t £8 1)] 1234567890 
abcdefghijklimnoparstuywxyzfiflffffifl [($£,.:;/~’21* T £8.])] 1234567890 

Matrix Information: 94200. Alignment is 8 point and will cast on 8 point body. Lower ca: Iphabet, 104 points. Fi ¥en ; ; period and thin space, .0311. Code word, ZOFES. . , pee ae diene. Co esenresrarans Comms



SPARTAN LIGHT ¥ with MEDIUM 

, 10 POINT 

E HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TY HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TY 
: } FACE IN TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WH FACE IN TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WH 

> How is one to assess and evaluate a type face in How is one to assess and evaluate a type face in 
4 terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-mak- _ terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-mak- 
: | ers in the art of printing rave over a specific face _ ers in the art of printing rave over a specific face 

of type? What do they see in it? Why is it so super- _ of type? What do they see in it? Why is it so super- 
latively pleasant to their eyes? Good design is atively pleasant to their eyes? Good design is 
always practical design. And what they see ina always practical design. And what they see in a 
good type design is, partly, its excellent practical good type design is, partly, its excellent practical 
fitness to perform its work. It has a “heft” and bal- _ fitness to perform its work. It has a “heft” and bal- 
ance in all of its parts just right for its size, as any _ ance in all of its parts just right for its size, as any 

(solid) 
ABCDEFGHISKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzfiflffifl [($£,.:;-’2!* T£§9])] 1234567890 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzfiflfffifl [($£,.:;'-’?!* F£§]])] 1234567890 

Matrix Information: 10502. Lower case alphabet, 117 points. Figures, .0692; comma, period and thin space, .0346. Code word, ZISIV. 

12 POINT 
HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUAT HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUAT 
A TYPE FACE IN TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC A TYPE FACE IN TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC 

How is one to assess and evaluate a type How is one to assess and evaluate a type 
face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do _ face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do 
the pace-makers in the art of printing rave the pace-makers in the art of printing rave 
over a specific face of type? What do they over a specific face of type? What do they 
see in it? Why is it so superlatively pleasant _ see in it? Why is it so superlatively pleasant 
to their eyes? Good design is always prac- to their eyes? Good design is always prac- 
tical design. And what they see in a good _ tical design. And what they see in a good 

f (solid) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijklmnoparstuvwxyzfiflfffifl [($£,.:;/-"2!*t£§9])] 1234567890 
abcdefghijklmnoparstuvwxyzfiflfffifl [($£,.:;/-’2!* t£§]])] 1234567890 

Matrix Information: 12514. Lower case alphabet, 138 points. Figures, .083; comma, period and thin space, .0415. Code word, ZISJI. 

14 POINT 

HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVA HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVA 

A TYPE FACE IN TERMS OF ITS ESTH A TYPE FACE IN TERMS OF ITS ESTH 

How is one to assess and evaluate a _ How is one to assess and evaluate a 
type face in terms of its esthetic de- type face in terms of its esthetic de- 
sign? Why do the pace-makers in the sign? Why do the pace-makers in the 
art of printing rave over a specific art of printing rave over a specific 
face of type? What do they see in it? face of type? What do they see in it? 
Why is it so superlatively pleasant to Why is it so superlatively pleasant to 

(solid) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijklmnopaqrstuvwxyzfiftfifl  [($£,.:;/-2!*t£§9])] 1234567890 
abcdefghijklmnopagrstuvwxyzfiflffifl [($£,.:;/-’2!* F£§]])] 1234567890 

Matrix Information: 144274. Lower case alphabet, 158 points. Figures, .0968; comma and period, .0484; thin space, .0277. Code word, ZISKO.



SPARTAN LIGHT ¥ with MEDIUM : 

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. How is o : 
to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its est 12 
design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of printing 

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. How is o 
to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its est 12 
design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of printing | 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& : 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& ‘ 

abcdetghijklmnoparstuvwxyz 1234567890 ($,.:;'-2!) 
abcdefghijklmnopaqrstuvwxyz 1234567890 ($,.:;’-’?!) 

1234567890 1234567890 

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog 3 
How is one to assess and evaluate a type 12 it 
face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do 
the pace-makers in the art of printing rave o 
The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog 
How is one to assess and evaluate a type 12 | 
face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do - 
the pace-makers in the art of printing rave o G 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& - 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& LC 
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SPARTAN BOOK \/ with HEAVY 
FS 

COMPARISON OF SIZES 
6 Point (64.496) Lower case alphabet, 89 points. Figures, .0484 
HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of printing ra 1234 
HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of printing ra 1234 

8 Point (84592) Lower case alphabet, 98 points. Figures, .0553 

HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of p 1234 
HOW IS ONE fo assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of p 1234 

9 Point (94216) 8 Point Alignment Lower case alphabet, 114 points. Figures, .0692 

HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-mak 1234 
HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-mak 1234 

10 Point (10A556) Lower case alphabet, 129 points. Figures, .0761 

HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do t 1234 
| HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do t 1234 

11 Point (114182) Lower case alphabet, 140 points. Figures, .083 

HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? W 1234 
HOW IS ONE fo assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? W 1234 

12 Point (124516) Lower case alphabet, 149 points. Figures, .0899 

HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design 1234 
HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design 1234 
14 Point (144306) Lower case alphabet, 166 points. Figures, .0968 

HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthet 1234 
HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthet 1234 

| 18 Point Spartan Heavy with Book (18A132) Lower case alphabet, 219 points. Figures, .1107 

HOW IS one to assess and evaluate a type face in te 12 
| HOW IS one to assess and evaluate a type face in te 12 

t 24 Point Spartan Heavy with Book (24132) Lower case alphabet, 271 points. Figure 1, .1107 or .166; 2 to 0, .166 

| HOW IS one to assess and evaluate a typ 12 
| HOW IS one to assess and evaluate a typ 12 
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SPARTAN BOOK ¥ with HEAVY 
—— eee 

6 POINT 
HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TYPE FACE IN TER HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TYPE FACE IN TER 
OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WHY DO THE PACE-MAKERS IN TH OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WHY DO THE PACE-MAKERS IN TH 
How is one to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its es- How is one to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its es- 
thetic design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of printing rave thetic design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of printing rave 
over a specific face of type? What do they see in it? Why is it so over a specific face of type? What do they see in it? Why is it so 
superlatively pleasant to their eyes? Good design is always prac- _superlatively pleasant to their eyes? Good design is always prac- 
tical design. And what they see in a good type design is, partly, __ tical design. And what they see in a good type design is, partly, 
its excellent practical fitness to perform its work. It has a “heft”’ its excellent practical fitness to perform its work. It has a “heft” 

; and balance in all of its parts just right for its size, as any good and balance in all of its parts just right for its size, as any good 
tool has. Your good chair has all of its parts made nicely to the tool has. Your good chair has all of its parts made nicely to the 
right size to do exactly the work that the chair has to do, neither right size to do exactly the work that the chair has to do, neither 
clumsy and thick, nor ikinny’ and weak, no waste of material clumsy and thick, nor “skinny” and weak, no waste of material 
and no lack of strength. And, beyond that, the chair may have and no lack of strength. And, beyond that, the chair may have 
been made by a man who worked out in it his sense of fine shapes been made by a man who worked out in it his sense of fine shapes 
and curves and proportions: it may be, actually, a work of art. The and curves and proportions: it may be, actually, a work of art. The 
same thing holds for shapes of letters. And your chair, or your let- same thing holds for shapes of letters. And your chair, or your let- 
ter (if a true artist made it) will have, besides its good looks, a __ ter (if a true artist made it) will have, besides its good looks, a 
suitability to the nth degree to be sat in, or stamped on paper and suitability to the nth degree to be sat in, or stamped on paper and 
read. That explains, in a way, why the experts rave over the fine read. That explains, in a way, why the experts rave over the fine 

(solid) 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijklmnoparstuvwxyzfinfimim Feeuacteleelh dgeareyeen 
abcdefghijkImnopqrstuvwxyzfiflff Aim  [(SE,.:;’~'2!*+481))] 1234567890 

Matrix Information: 64.496. Lower case alphabet, 89 points. Figures, .0484; comma, period and thin space, .0277. Code word, ZOJOL. } 

eel 

8 POINT 
HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TYPE FACE IN HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TYPE FACE IN 
TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WHY DO THE PACE-MA TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WHY DO THE PACE-MA 

How is one to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of | How is one to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of 
its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of __ its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of 
printing rave over a specific face of type? What do they see _ printing rave over a specific face of type? What do they see 
in it? Why is it so superlatively pleasant to their eyes? Good _in it? Why is it so superlatively pleasant to their eyes? Good 
design is always practical design. And what they see in a design is always practical design. And what they see in a 

good type design is, partly, its excellent practical fitness to good type design is, partly, its excellent practical fitness to 
perform its work. It has a “heft and balance in all of its perform its work. It has a “heft’’ and balance in all of its 
parts just right for its size, as any good tool has. Your good _ parts just right for its size, as any good tool has. Your good 

| chair has all of its parts made nicely to the right size to do _chair has all of its parts made nicely to the right size to do 
i exactly the work that the chair has to do, neither clumsy exactly the work that the chair has to do, neither clumsy 

and thick, nor “skinny” and weak, no waste of material and _ and thick, nor “skinny” and weak, no waste of material and 
no lack of strength. And, beyond that, the chair may have __ no lack of strength. And, beyond that, the chair may have 
been made by a man who worked out in it his sense of fine been made by a man who worked out in it his sense of fine 

; shapes and curves and proportions: it may be, actually, a shapes and curves and proportions: it may be, actually, a 
(solid) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijkimnoparstuvwxyzfiftffim [($£,.:;’-'2!* F£8)] 1234567890 
abedefghijkimnopgrstuvwxyzfil fil [($E,.:;'-2!*F£§9)] 1234567890 

| Matrix Information: 84592. Lower case alphabet, 98 points. Figures, .0553; comma, period and thin space, .0277. Code word, Z0JOS. 

a 
9 POINT 

HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TYPE F HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TYPE F 
IN TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WHY DO THE IN TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WHY DO THE 

How is one to assess and eralnale a type face in How is one to assess and evaluate a type face in 
terms or us esther Heston Wines the, pacetnake terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-mak- 
SUA ICTs eh sc N ae Alda ers in the art of printing rave over a specific face of 
type? What do they see in it? Why is it so superla- t 2 What do th in it? Why is it I 
tively pleasant to their eyes? Good design is always 'YPE lat Go they see in) tts y is it so superla- 
practical design. And what they see in a good type _ tively pleasant to their eyes? Good design is always 
design is, partly, its excellent practical fitness to per- practical design. And what they see in a good type 
form its work. It has a “heft” and balance in all of its design is, partly, its excellent practical fitness to per- 
parts just right for its size, as any good tool has. form its work. It has a “heft” and balance in all of its 
Your good chair has all of its parts made nicely to parts just right for its size, as any good tool has. 
the right size to do exactly the work that the chair Your good chair has all of its parts made nicely to 
has to do, neither eumnay, and ane Neck aan and the right size to do exactly the work that the chair 
weak, no waste of material and no lack of strength. to do, neither clumsy and thick, nor “skinny” and And, beyond that, the chair may have been made by k Peers lane ne [eect ‘ 
a man who worked out in it his sense of fine shapes © Weak, NO waste or material by AA ack of strength. 

(on eight point body) (on nine point body’ 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijklmnoparstuvwxyzfiflffffifl [($£,.:;/-2!* + £§1)] 1234567890 
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Matrix Information: 94216. Alignment is 8 point and will cast on 8 point body. Lower case alphabet, 114 points. Figures, .0692; comma, 
period and thin space, .0346. Code word, ZOJOY.



SPARTAN BOOK \f with HEAVY 

10 POINT 
HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A 
TYPE FACE IN TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIG TYPE FACE IN TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIG 

How is one to assess and evaluate a type face How is one to assess and evaluate a type face 
in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the 
pace-makers in the art of printing rave over pace-makers in the art of printing rave over 
a specific face of type? What do they see in a specific face of type? What do they see in | 
it? Why is it so superlatively pleasant to their it? Why is it so superlatively pleasant to their 
eyes? Good design is always practical design. eyes? Good design is always practical design. 
And what they see in a good type design is, And what they see in a good type design is, 
partly, its excellent practical fitness to perform _ partly, its excellent practical fitness to perform 
its work. It has a “heft” and balance in all of its its work. It has a “heft” and balance in all of its 
parts just right for its size, as any good tool parts just right for its size, as any good tool 
has. Your good chair has all of its parts made has. Your good chair has all of its parts made 
nicely to the right size to do exactly the work _ nicely to the right size to do exactly the work 
that the chair has to do, neither clumsy and that the chair has to do, neither clumsy and 
thick, nor “skinny” and weak, no waste of ma- _ thick, nor “skinny” and weak, no waste of ma- 
terial and no lack of strength. And, beyond terial and no lack of strength. And, beyond 
that, the chair may have been made by a man ___ that, the chair may have been made by a man 
who worked out in it his sense of fine shapes who worked out in it his sense of fine shapes 
and curves and proportions: it may be, actu- and curves and proportions: it may be, actu- 
ally, a work of art. The same thing holds for ally, a work of art. The same thing holds for 

(solid) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
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Matrix Information: 104556. Lower case alphabet, 129 points. Figures, .0761; comma, period and thin space, .038. Code word, ZOJRE. 
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11 POINT 

HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE j 
A TYPE FACE IN TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC A TYPE FACE IN TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC 

How is one to assess and evaluate a type How is one to assess and evaluate a type 
face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do _ face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do 
the pace-makers in the art of printing rave the pace-makers in the art of printing rave 
over a specific face of type? What do they over a specific face of type? What do they 
see in it? Why is it so superlatively pleasant _ see in it? Why is it so superlatively pleasant 
to their eyes? Good design is always prac- to their eyes? Good design is always prac- 
tical design. And what they see in a good tical design. And what they see in a good 
type design is, partly, its excellent practical type design is, partly, its excellent practical 
fitness to perform its work. It has a “heft” fitness to perform its work. It has a “heft” 
and balance in all of its parts just right for and balance in all of its parts just right for 
its size, as any good tool has. Your good its size, as any good tool has. Your good 
chair has all of its parts made nicely to the _ chair has all of its parts made nicely to the 
right size to do exactly the work that the right size to do exactly the work that the 
chair has to do, neither clumsy and thick, chair has to do, neither clumsy and thick, 
nor “skinny” and weak, no waste of ma-_ nor “skinny” and weak, no waste of ma- 
terial and no lack of strength. And, beyond _ terial and no lack of strength. And, beyond 
that, the chair may have been made by a_ that, the chair may have been made by a 

(solid) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
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Matrix Information: 11182. Lower case alphabet, 140 points. Figures, .083; comma, period and thin space, .0415. Code word, ZOJSI.



SPARTAN BOOK \¥ with HEAVY 

12 POINT 

HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALU HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALU 
\ A TYPE FACE IN TERMS OF ITS ESTHET A TYPE FACE IN TERMS OF ITS ESTHET 

How is one to assess and evaluate a type Howis one to assess and evaluate a type 
| face in terms of its esthetic design? Why _ face in terms of its esthetic design? Why 
| do the pace-makers in the art of printing do the pace-makers in the art of printing 

rave over a specific face of type? What rave over a specific face of type? What 
do they see in it? Why is it so superla- do they see in it? Why is it so superla- 
tively pleasant to their eyes? Good de- tively pleasant to their eyes? Good de- 
sign is always practical design. And what sign is always practical design. And what 
they see in a good type design is, partly, they see in a good type design is, partly, 
its excellent practical fitness to perform _ its excellent practical fitness to perform 
its work. It has a “heft” and balance in its work. It has a “heft” and balance in 
all of its parts just right for its size, as any _ all of its parts just right for its size, as any 
good tool has. Your good chair has all of good tool has. Your good chair has all of 
its parts made nicely to the right size its parts made nicely to the right size 
to do exactly the work that the chair to do exactly the work that the chair 
has to do, neither clumsy and thick, nor has to do, neither clumsy and thick, nor 

(solid) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXY Z& 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzfiflftfifl  [($£,.:;'-’2!* FE§1)] 1234567890 
| abcdefghijkImnopqrstuvwxyzfiflffffifl —[($£,.:;’-?!* T£§{])] 1234567890 
; Matrix Information: 124516. Lower case alphabet, 149 points. Figures, .0899; comma, period and thin space, .0449. Code word, ZOJID. 

| 14 POINT 

; HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EV HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EV 
| A TYPE FACE IN TERMS OF ITS EST A TYPE FACE IN TERMS OF ITS EST 

How is one to assess and evaluate a How is one fo assess and evaluate a 
type face in terms of its esthetic de- type face in terms of its esthetic de- 
sign? Why do the pace-makers inthe sign? Why do the pace-makers in the 
art of printing rave over a specific art of printing rave over a specific 
face of type? What do they see init? face of type? What do they see in it? 
Why is it so superlatively pleasant to Why is it so superlatively pleasant to 
their eyes? Good design is always their eyes? Good design is always 
practical design. And what they see practical design. And what they see 
in a good type design is, partly, its in a good type design is, partly, its 
excellent practical fitness to perform excellent practical fitness to perform 
its work. It has a “heft’’ and balance its work. It has a “heft” and balance 
in all of its parts just right for its in all of its parts just right for its 
size, as any good tool has. Your good _ size, as any good tool has. Your good 

(solid) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijklmnopaqrstuvwxyzfiflftfifl  [($£,.:;’-’?!* T£§1)] 1234567890 
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Matrix Information: 14306. Lower case alphabet, 166 points. Figures, .0968; comma, period and thin space, .0484, Code word, ZOJTO. 
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The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. How is 0 
to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its est 12 
design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of printing | 

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. How is 0 
to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its est 12 
design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of printing 

(solid) 
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The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog 
How is one to assess and evaluate a type 12 
face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do 

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog 
How is one to assess and evaluate a type 12 

face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do 
(solid) 
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SPARTAN BOOK COND. ¥ with HEAVY COND. 

; COMPARISON OF SIZES 
6 Point (64614) Lower case alphabet, 82 points. Figures, .0484 
HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of printing rave over 1234 
HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of printing rave over 1234 

8 Point (8614) Lower case alphabet, 104 points. Figures, .0622 

HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in th 1234 
HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in th 1234 

10 Point (104614) Lower case alphabet, 117 points. Figures, .0692 | 
HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace- 1234 
HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace- 1234 
12 Point (12614) Lower case alphabet, 130 points. Figures, .0761 

HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do 1234 
HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do 1234 
14 Point (144614) Lower case alphabet, 140 points. Figures, .083 

HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? W 1234 
HOW IS ONE fo assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? W 1234 
18 Point Spartan Heavy Condensed with Book Condensed, Two-Letter (18A 144) vee Biv ig alphabet, 175 polis: Figures, .1107 

HOW IS one to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its e 12 
HOW IS one to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its e 12 
24 Point Spartan Heavy Cond. with Book Cond., Two-Letter (24144) Lower case alphabet, 215 points. Figure 1, .0968 or .1383; 2 to 0, .1383 

HOW IS one to assess and evaluate a type face in ter 12 
HOW IS one to assess and evaluate a type face in ter 12 
30 Point Spartan Book Condensed, One-Letter (304331) qd case ‘aly 231 points. Figure 1, .0968 or fa 2 to 0, .1383 

36 Point Spartan Book Condensed, One-Letter (364207) Lower nde 267 lt Figure ie or .1522; 2 to 0, .1522 

30 Point Spartan 1S on One-Letter (30327) nd alphabet, fh points. Figure 1, .1107 or MY 0, .166 

36 Point Spartan Heavy Condensed, One-Letter (36203) Lower case alphabet, de Figure 1, lu or yPt to 0, .1937 
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SPARTAN BOOK COND. ¥ with HEAVY COND. 
—————— 

6 POINT 
HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TYPE FACE IN TERMS OF — HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TYPE FACE IN TERMS OF 
ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WHY DO THE PACE-MAKERS IN THE ART OF — ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WHY DO THE PACE-MAKERS IN THE ART OF 

| How is one to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic How is one to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic 
design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of printing rave over a design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of printing rave over a 
specific face of type? What do they see in it? Why is it so superla- specific face of type? What do they see in it? Why is it so superla- 
tively pleasant to their eyes? Good design is always practical de- tively pleasant to their eyes? Good design is always practical de- 
sign. And what they see in a good type design is, partly, its excellent _sign. And what they see in a good type design is, partly, its excellent 
practical fitness to perform fis work, It has.a “heft” and balance in practical fitness fo perform its work’ It has-a “heft” and balance in 

D all of its parts just right for its size, as any good tool has. Your good _alll of its parts just right for its size, as any good tool has. Your good 
chair has all of its parts made nicely to the right size to do exactly chair has'all of its parts made nicely to the right size fo do. exactly 
the work that the chair has to do, neither clumsy and thick, nor the work that the chair has to do, neither clumsy and thick, nor 
“skinny” and weak, no waste of material and no lack of strength. “skinny’” and weak, no waste of material and no lack of strength. 
And, beyond that, the chair may have been made by a man who And, beyond that, the chair may have been made by a man who 
worked out in it his sense of fine shapes and curves and proportions: worked out in it his sense of fine shapes and curves and proportions: 
it may be, actually, a work of art. The same thing holds fer shapes ft may be, actually, a Work of arf. The samo thing holds far shapes 
of letters. And your chair, or your letter (if a true artist made it) of letters. And your chair, or your letter (if a true artist made it) 
will have, besides its good looks, a suitability to the nth degree to _will have, besides its good looks, a suitability to the nth degree to 
be sat in, or stamped on paper and read. That explains, in'a way, he sat in, or stamped on paper and read. That explains, in a way, 
why the experts rave over the fine shapes of letters; but it fails to why the experts rave over the fine shapes of letters; but it fails to 

(solid) 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abedefghijklmnoparstuvwxyzfiffrfim fet ae tai esac 
abedefghilkimnoparstuvwxyZfiffim® [(SE..:7-"2!"4 4810] 1234567890 

Matrix Information: 64614. Lower case alphabet, 82 points. Figures, .0484; comma, period and thin space, .0277. Code word, ZONSO. 
CE 

8 POINT 
HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TYPE FACE HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TYPE FACE 
IN TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WHY DO THE PA _ IN TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WHY DO THE PA 
How is one to assess and evaluate a type face in terms How is one fo assess and evaluate a type face in terms 
of its esthetic design? Why do the pace aes in the of its esthetic design? Why do the pacemakers in the 
art of printing rave over a specific face of type? What _art of printing rave over a specific face of type? What 
do they see in it? Why is it so superlatively pleasant to _do they see in it? Why is it so superlatively pleasant to 
their eyes? Good design is always practical design. And _ their eyes? Good design is always practical design. And 
what they see in a good type design is, partly, its excel- | what they see in a good type design is, partly, its excel- 
lent practical fitness to perform its work. It hasa “heft” lent practical fitness to perform its work. It has a “heft” 
and balance in all of its parts just right for its size, as and balance in all of its parts just right for its size, as 

\ any good tool has. Your good chair has all of its parts any good tool has. Your good chair has all of its parts 
| made nicely to the right size to do exactly the work made nicely to the right size to do exactly the work 

that the chair has to do, neither clumsy and thick, nor _ that the chair has to do, neither clumsy and thick, nor 
“skinny” and weak, no waste of material andno lack of “skinny’’ and weak, no waste of material and no lack of 

| strength. And, beyond that, the chair may have been _ strength. And, Beyend that, the chair may have been 
; made by a man who worked out in it his sense of fine made by a man who worked out in it his sense of fine 

(solid) 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

| ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzfiflfffifl [($E£,.:;’-’2!* T£81)] 1234567890 
abcdefghijkimnopqrstuvwxyzfiflffffifl [($£,.:;’-'2!* T$81)] 1234567890 

Matrix Information: 8A614. Lower case alphabet, 104 points. Figures, .0622; comma, period and thin space, .0311. Code word, ZONTU. 

SSS 

10 POINT 

HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TYPE HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TYPE 
FACE IN TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WHY FACE IN TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WHY 

How is one to assess and evaluate a type face in How is one to assess and evaluate a type face in 
terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-mak- _ terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-mak- 
ers in the art of printing rave over a specific face _ ers in the art of printing rave over a specific face 
of type? What do they see in it? Why is itso super- _ of type? What do they see in it? Why is it so super- 
latively pleasant to their eyes? Good design is atively pleasant to their eyes? Good design is 
always practical design. And what they see ina always practical design. And what they see in a 
good type design is, partly, its excellent practical good type design is, partly, its excellent practical 
fitness to perform its work. It has a “heft” and bal- _ fitness to perform its work. It has a “heft” and bal- 
ance in all of its parts just right for its size, as any _ ance in all of its parts just right for its size, as any 
good tool has. Your good chair has all of its parts good tool has. Your good chair has all of its parts 
made nicely to the right size to do exactly the made nicely to the right size to do exactly the 

(solid) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzfififtfifl [($£,.:;’-"2!* f4§{1)] 1234567890 
abcdefghijkImnopqrstuvwxyzfififfffifl [($£,.:;’-’2!* F481] 1234567890 

Matrix Information: 104614. Lower case alphabet, 117 points. Figures, .0692; comma, period and thin space, .0346. Code word, ZONUF.



SPARTAN BOOK COND. ¥ with HEAVY COND. 

12 POINT . 

HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE AT HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A T 
FACE IN TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? W_ FACE IN TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? W 

How is one to assess and evaluate a type face How is one fo assess and evaluate a type face 
in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the | 
pace-makers in the art of printing rave over pace-makers in the art of printing rave over 
a specific face of type? What do they see ina specific face of type? What do they see in 
it? Why is it so superlatively pleasant to their it? Why is it so superlatively pleasant to their 
eyes? Good design is always practical design. eyes? Good design is always practical design. 
And what they see in a good type design is, And what they see in a good type design is, 
partly, its excellent practical fitness to per- partly, its excellent practical fitness to per- 
form its work. It has a “heft” and balance in form its work. It has a “heft” and balance in 
all of its parts just right for its size, as any _ all of its parts just right for its size, as any 
good tool has. Your good chair has all of its good tool has. Your good chair has all of its 
parts made nicely to the right size to do parts made nicely to the right size to do 
exactly the work that the chair has to do, exactly the work that the chair has to do, 
neither clumsy and thick,.nor “skinny” and neither clumsy and thick, nor “skinny” and 
weak, no waste of material and no lack of weak, no waste of material and no lack of 

(solid) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzfiflfffifl [($£,.:;/-"?!* £8] 1234567890 
abcdefghijklmnopgqrstuvwxyzfiflffffifl [($£,.:;’-2!*£8{])] 1234567890 

Matrix Information: 124614. Lower case alphabet, 130 points. Figures, .0761; comma, period and thin space, .038. Code word, ZONUL. } 

14 POINT 

HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE 7 
A TYPE FACE IN TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC A TYPE FACE IN TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC 

How is one to assess and evaluate a type How is one to assess and evaluate a type 
‘ face in terms of its esthetic design? Why face in terms of its esthetic design? Why 

do the pace-makers in the art of printing do the pace-makers in the art of printing 
rave over a specific face of type? What do rave over a specific face of type? What do 
they see in it? Why is it so superlatively they see in it? Why is it so superlatively 
pleasant to their eyes? Good design is al- pleasant to their eyes? Good design is al- 
ways practical design. And what they see ways practical design. And what they see 
in a good type design is, partly, its excel- in a good type design is, partly, its excel- 
lent practical fitness to perform its work. lent practical fitness to perform its work. 
It has a “heft” and balance in all of its It has a “heft” and balance in all of its 
parts just right for its size, as any good parts just right for its size, as any good 
tool has. Your good chair has all of its tool has. Your good chair has all of its 
parts made nicely to the right size to do parts made nicely to the right size to do 

(solid) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijklmnopgrstuvwxyzfiflftffifl [($£,.:;’-’2!*t£81)] 1234567890 
abcdefghijklmnopgqrstuvwxyzfiflfffifl [($£,.:;'-’2!* F£8{])] 1234567890 

Matrix Information: 144614. Lower case alphabet, 140 points. Figures, .083; comma, period and thin space, .0415. Code word, ZONUS. 

18



‘Fi SPARTAN HEAVY COND. f with BOOK COND. 

| The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. How is one to assess 
| and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why d 12 
| the pace-makers in the art of printing rave over a specific face of 
| type? What do they see in it? Why is it so superlatively pleasant 

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. How is one to assess 
and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why d 12 
the pace-makers in the art of printing rave over a specific face of 
type? What do they see in it? Why is it so superlatively pleasant 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890 ($,.:;'-’?!) 
abcdetghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890 ($,.:;'-"?!) 

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. How is on 
to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its est 12 
design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of printing 
rave over a specific face of type? What do they see in 

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. How is on 
to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its est 12 
design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of printing 
rave over a specific face of type? What do they see in 

ABCDEFGHUKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijklImnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890 ($,.:;’-’?!) 
abcdefghijklmnopgrstuvwxyz 1234567890 ($,.:;’-"?!) 

19



SPARTAN BOOK ¥ CONDENSED 

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. How 
is one to assess and evaluate a type face in term12 
of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in 
the art of printing rave over a specific face of type 
What do they see in it? Why is it so superlatively 
pleasant to their eyes? What do they see ($,.:;-"2)) 

ABCDEFGHISKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijklmnopgrstuvwxyz 1234567890 

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazydog. 
_ How is one to assess and evaluate a type 12 

face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do 
the pace-makers in the art of printing rave 
over a specitic face of type? What ($,.;;-"?) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ8& 

abcdefghijklmnoparstuvwxyz 1234567890



SPARTAN HEAVY ¥ CONDENSED 

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. 
| How is one to assess and evaluate a type 12 

face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do 
the pace-makers in the art of printing rave 
over a specific face of type? What do they 
see in it? Why is it so superlative ($,.:;’-'?!) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890 

~The quick brown fox jumps over the la 
dog. How is one to assess and evalu 12 
a type face in terms of its esthetic des 
Why do the pace-makers in t ($,.:;’-’?!) 

ABCDEFGHIKLMNOPQRSTU 
VWXYZ& 1234567890 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
Hines: lower ease, except m and w, in cap side 90 channel, with caps and figures in auxiliary. Code word, fy : Whee cineca



SPARTAN MEDIUM ¥ with ITALIC 
ee 

COMPARISON OF SIZES 
6 Point (64480) Lower case alphabet, 90 points. Figures, .0484 
HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of printing r 1234 
HOW IS ONE fo assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthefic design? Why do the pace-makers in the arf of printing r 1234 
8 Point (A528) Lower case alphabet, 93 points. Figures, .0553 
HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of prin 1234 
HOW IS ONE fo assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of prin 1234 | 
9 Point (998) 8 Point Alignment Lower case alphabet, 104 points. Figures, .0622 
HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in 1234 
HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in 1234 

10 Point (10.488) Lower case alphabet, 117 points. Figures, .0692 
HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace- 1234 
HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace- 1234 

12 Point (12.496) Lower case alphabet, 138 points. Figures, .083 
HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Wh 1234 
HOW IS ONE fo assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Wh 1234 
14 Point (144262) Lower case alphabet, 158 points. Figures, .0968 

HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic 1234 
HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic 1234 
18 Point, Two-Letter (184106) Lower case alphabet, 218 points. Figures, .1107 

HOW IS one to assess and evaluate a type face in te 12 
HOW IS one to assess and evaluate a type face in te 12 

Also available in one-letter matrices as Spartan Medium (184.435), and as Spartan Medium Italic (18459) 
24 Point, Two-Letter (24/106) Lower case alphabet, 274 points. Figure 1, .1107 or .166; 2 to 0, .166 

HOW IS one to assess and evaluate a typ 12 | 
HOW IS one to assess and evaluate a typ 12 

Also available in one-letter matrices as Spartan Medium (24399), and as Spartan Medium Italic (244431) i 

LIST OF CHARACTERS AVAILABLE 

(6 TO 14 POINT) . 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

12345  abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 67890 
12345 — abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 67890 

$£,.:;/-'21/(-| Adee... O*tt81L] @ tb % fil fhm 

$£,.:;'-'P1/'-|-A Bee ---()*FESI(I@ bh KANFAM 

Ya Va Ye Va Ye 5h Ve Va %h V5 25 5 45 Vo % B42828583% | 
Ya VVrekAh ys to % Ba328253% 

TWO-LETTER LOGOTYPES (Not shown in point-size specimens on following pages) 
E P. Ta Te Th To Tr Tu Tw Ty T. Va Ve Vo V. Wa We Wh Wi Wo Wr W. Ya Ye Yo Y. 
EP Ta Te Th To Tr Tu Tw Ty T. Va Ve Vo V. Wa We Wh Wi Wo Wr W. Ya Ye Yo Y. | 

FA PA TA VA WA YA 
FA PA TA VA WA YA 

ALTERNATIVE CHARACTER—SPECIAL No. 1 
a a 

Made in all sizes and supplied on special order



One-Letier + SPARTAN MEDIUM ¥ and ITALIC 
ieee pe a lec eee ee eee 

COMPARISON OF SIZES +* SPARTAN MEDIUM 

18 Point, One-Letter (18A.435) Lower case alphabet, 220 points. Figures, .1107 

HOW IS t d | f f in te 12 one to assess and evaluate a ype ace in fe 

24 Point, One-Letter (24A399) Lower case alphabet, 274 points. Figure 1, .1107 or .166; 2 to 0, .166 

30 Point, One-Letter (30A311) Lower case alphabet, 312 points. Figure 1, .1245 or .1937; 2 to 0, .1937 

36 Point, One-Letter (36187) Lower case alphabet, 380 points. Figure 1, .1522 or .2351; 2 to 0, .2351 

Gena SATE Te ame eta NRE | 
COMPARISON OF SIZES +» SPARTAN MEDIUM ITALIC 

18 Point, One-Letter (184.459) Lower case alphabet, 218 points. Figures, .1107 

O d | face i HOW IS one to assess and evaluate a type face in te 12 
24 Point, One-Letter (244.431) Lower case alphabet, 274 points. Figure 1, .1107 or .166; 2 to 0, .166 

30 Point, One-Letter (304313) Lower case alphabet, 313 points. Figure 1, .1245 or .1937; 2 to 0, .1937 

HOW IS one to assess and evaluate 12 
36 Point, One-Letter (364189) Lower case alphabet, 380 points. Figure 1, .1522 or .2351; 2 to 0, .2351 

| I 1OW IS one fo assess and S ]2 
om pelo ei 

GOTHIC No. 40 ADVERTISING FIGURES 
18 TO 42 POINT. (18 to 30 point punched in normal or auxiliary position; 36 and 42 point 

punched in auxiliary position only. Where figures run: See One-Line Specimen Book, page 118.) 

18 Point. Figure 1, .0968; 2 to 0, .1383. 36 Point. Figure 1, .166; 2 to 0, .249 (or 2 to 0, Special No. 1, .2629). 

1234567890,.$c 
18A369. Code, ZEDZA. Casts: Advertising figure or normal posi- G 
Hion of iwo-leifer display mold, 18975, Code, ZELEB. Casts: le 
Advertising| figure or one-letter display mold, 26.193, auxiliary position, Code, ZEFAZ. Casts: Special advertising 
24 Point. Figure 1, .1107; 2 to 0, .1798. igure or display mold. 

1234567890,.5c 
24A311. Code, ZEFAM. Casts: Advertising figure or normal posi- 
tion of two-letter display mold. 244317. Code, ZELEH. Casts: 
Advertising figure or one-letter display mold. pantera 

30 Point. Figure 1, .1383; 2 to 0, .2213. ] a3 5 

123456789,.5c 4 oO. C 
30A233. Code, ZEFAT. Casts: Advertising figure or normal posi- 
tion of 24 point two-letter display mold. 30A241. Code, ZELEN. 42441, auxiliary position, Code, ZEFEN. Casts: Special advertising 
Casts: Advertising figure or one-letter display mold. figure or 36-point display mold. 

FRACTIONS (1%, V2, 94, V3 AND 2%) ARE AVAILABLE IN ALL SIZES 

sc eee



SPARTAN 

MEDIUM ! ! 
with ITALIC | ! 

Blouses at one half the original cost | 

These are more than just clearance numbers. They're all origi- 

nals—made by the world-famous Estelle Moris. And they just 

' came from Paris a month ago. 

rrp What a delightful surprise and such a wonderful find. And 

' what bargains! Main floor, Grant Street entrance. 
Toldorist ut yA PUZZLES <4 ' 

Rent—by the week ' ' | 

i Ss Pallicade Avenue 
Oro THE SPORTS SHOP. a eat res 

"ory ae 

owed. oS oe CARD i ake 
Now—or tomorrow ' 

Op re ; 
| @MOCOEO@ 
{ COG® TOROGG i. 2) 6 ob ' < = A ' 

aa to Hts WOE vart-A tch inson : i @@¢ 
ae ‘ 540 CENTRAL AVENUE, ORANGE, N. J. ' 
pop ee 
tPA : F : ' ‘ Tanner Shirts - Star Sportswear - LeeTies - Rutson Hats :



1 { { ' ' j 
\ 

' SPARTAN MEDIUM ¥ with ITALIC 
x . SEUSS REI eee nearer | 

t 6 POINT 
‘ HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TYPE FACE IN TER HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TYPE FACE IN TER 
' OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WHY DO THE PACE-MAKERS IN TH OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WHY DO THE PACE-MAKERS IN TH 

' How is one to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its es- How is one to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its es- i 
‘ } thetic design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of printing rave thetic design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of printing rave | 
‘ over a specific face of type? What do they see in it? Why is it so over a specific face of type? What do they see in it? Why is it so ' 
: superlatively pleasant to their eyes? Good design is always prac- superlatively pleasant to their eyes? Good design is always prac- 

! tical design. And what they see in a good type design is, partly, _ tical design. And what they see in a good type design is, partly, 
f i its excellent practical fitness to perform its work. It has a “heft” its excellent practical fitness to perform its work. It has a “heft” 
: a and balance in all of its parts just right for its size, as any good —_and balance in all of its parts just right for its size, as any good 
i tool has. Your good chair has all of its parts made nicely to the tool has. Your good chair has all of its parts made nicely to the | 
t right size to do exactly the work that the chair has to do, neither right size to do exactly the work that the chair has to do, neither 
t clumsy and thick, nor “skinny” and weak, no waste of material clumsy and thick, nor “’skinny’’ and weak, no waste of material 

if and no lack of strength. And, beyond that, the chair may have and no lack of strength. And, beyond that, the chair may have 
i been made by a man who worked out in it his sense of fine been made by a man who worked out in it his sense of fine 
i shapes and curves and proportions: it may be, actually, a work shapes and curves and proportions: it may be, actually, a work 
f of art. The same thing holds for shapes of Ge And your chair, of art. The same thing holds for shapes of letters. And your chair, 
‘ or your letter (if a true artist made it) will have, besides its good _ or your letter (if a true artist made it) will have, besides its good i 
7 looks, a suitability to the nth degree to be sat in, or stamped on looks, a suitability to the nth degree to be sat in, or stamped on 
' paper and read. That explains, in a way, why the experts rave paper and read. That explains, in a way, why the experts rave | 
: (solid) 
t ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
t ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

i abcdefghijkImnopqrstuvwxy zfiflffifn Hee eats) 1234567890 
K abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzhiflftfifl [(S£,.:7'~"P1*F £$9])] 1234567890 
! Matrix Information: 64480. Lower case alphabet, 90 points. Figures, .0484; comma, period and thin space, .0277. Code word, ZOBAZ. 

SSS ea Same yee eee ee 
' 8 POINT 
1 HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TYPE FACE IN HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TYPE FACE IN 
' TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WHY DO THE PACE-MA TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WHY DO THE PACE-MA | 

' How is one to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its How is one to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its | 1 P! | 
' esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of print- esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of print- 
' ing rave over a specific face of type? What do they see in it? _ing rave over a specific face of type? What do they see in if? | 
' Why is it so superlatively pleasant to their eyes? Good design Why is it so superlatively pleasant to their eyes? Good design 
' is always practical design. And what they see ina good type _is always practical design. And what they see in a good type { 
i design is, partly, its excellent practical fitness to perform its design is, partly, its excellent practical fitness to perform its | 
: work. It has a “heft” and balance in all of its parts just right — work. It has a “heft’’ and balance in all of its parts just right 

‘ for its size, as any good tool has. Your good chair has all of — for its size, as any good tool has. Your good chair has all of 
| its parts made nicely to the right size to do exactly the work _its parts made nicely to the right size to do exactly the work 

K ; that the chair has to do, neither clumsy and thick, nor that the chair has to do, neither clumsy and thick, nor 
t “skinny” and weak, no waste of material and no lack of “skinny” and weak, no waste of material and no lack of 
i strength. And, beyond that, the chair may have been made strength. And, beyond that, the chair may have been made 
t i by a man who worked out in it his sense of fine shapes and by a man who worked out in it his sense of fine shapes and } 
ae « curves and proportions: it may be, actually, a work of art. curves and proportions: it may be, actually, a work of art. 

ro | (solid) ' 
| ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

pa ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijkImnopgrstuvwxyzfiffi®l [($£,.:;'~'2!*4489)] 1234567890 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuywxyzfiflffifl [(S$£,.:;'-'2!* + £§])] 1234567890 

Matrix Information: 84528. Lower case alphabet, 93 points. Figures, .0553; comma, period and thin space, .0277. Code word, ZINSI. 

ey 

9 POINT 
a HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TYPE FA HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TYPE FA 

i IN TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WHY DO THE P IN TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WHY DO THE P 
' i : . 7 
i How is one to assess and evaluate a type face in terms How is one to assess and evaluate a type face in terms 
i of its esthetic design? Why do the paceumeiels ining a of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in the art 
' of printing rave over a specific face of type? hice of printing rave over a specific face of type? What do 
' they see in it? Why is it so superlatively pleasant to their in in it? Why is it Plativelvicle Rraahes 
' eyes? Good design is always practical design. And what Dee hy Tals Stes SARC ACEI UO UE 
' they see in a good type design is, partly, its excellent eyes? Good design is always practical design. And what 

i practical fitness to perform its work. It has a “heft’”and they see in a good type design is, partly, its excellent 
a balance in all of its parts just right for its size, as any _ practical fitness to perform its work. It has a “heft” and 

1 good tool has. Your good chair has all of its parts made _ balance in all of its parts just right for its size, as any 
‘ nicely to the right size to do exactly the work that the good fool has. Your good chair has all of its parts made 

—| chair has to do, neither cnsy end Huck NOE skinny, nicely to the right size to do exactly the work that the 
' eng vege ae Yastt ot nets ap fe lack of ees : chair has to do, neither clumsy and thick, nor “skinny” 
1 And, beyond that, the chair may have been made by @ od weak, no waste of material and no lack of strength. 
i man who worked out in it his sense of fine shapes and ave ahGPahe chen h b deb 

1 curves and proportions: it may be, actually a work of And, beyond that, the chair Reed Gye: Desnumnade Dy a) 
' (on eight point body) (on nine point body) 

‘ ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

fi ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

‘ abcdefghijkimnopqrstuvywxyzfiflffifl  [($E£,.:;’-’2!*T4$9)] 1234567890 

' abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzfiflfffifl [($£,.:;'-/21" 7 £$9)] 1234567890 

‘ Matrix Information: 9A98. Alignment is 8 point and will cast on 8 point body. Lower case alphabet, 104 points. Figures, .0622; comma, 
i period and thin space, .0311. Code word, ZODTI. i { 
1 

| 23 ' 
: ' ' '



SPARTAN MEDIUM i with ITALIC 
a S 

10 POINT 
HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TY HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TY 

How is one to assess and evaluate a type face in How is one to assess and evaluate a type face in 
terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-mak- _ terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-mak- 
ers in the art of printing rave over a specific face _ers in the art of printing rave over a specific face 
of type? What do they see in it? Why is itso super- _ of type? What do they see in it? Why is it so super- 
latively pleasant to their eyes? Good design is latively pleasant to their eyes? Good design is j 
always practical design. And what they see ina always practical design. And what they see in a 
good type design is, partly, its excellent practical good type design is, partly, its excellent practical 
fitness to perform its work. It has a “heft” and bal- _ fitness to perform its work. It has a “heft” and bal- 
ance in all of its parts just right for its size, as any —_ ance in all of its parts just right for its size, as any 

(solid) 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzfiflffffifl [($£,.:;/-’2!* F£§{])] 1234567890 

abcdefghijklmnoparstuywxyzfiflfffifl [ ($£,.:;/-’2!* 7 E$f])] 1234567890 
Matrix Information: 10A488. Lower case alphabet, 117 points. Figures, .0692; comma, period and thin space, .0346. Code word, ZINTO. 

12 POINT 
HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUAT HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUAT 

How is one to assess and evaluate a type How is one to assess and evaluate a type 
face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do __ face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do 
the pace-makers in the art of printing rave the pace-makers in the art of printing rave 
over a specific face of type? What do they over a specific face of type? What do they 
see in it? Why is it so superlatively pleasant see in if? Why is it so superlatively pleasant 
to their eyes? Good design is always prac- to their eyes? Good design is always prac- 
tical design. And what they see in a good _ tical design. And what they see in a good : 
type design is, partly, its excellent practical type design is, partly, its excellent practical 

(solid) 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 4 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzfiflffffifl [($£,.:;/-’2!* F£§{])] 1234567890 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzfiflffifl [($E,.:;'~"?!* t £§])] 1234567890 

Matrix Information: 124496. Lower case alphabet, 138 points. Figure 1, .083 or .0519; 2 to 0, .083; comma, period and thin space, .0415. 
Code word, ZINUM, 
SS 

14 POINT 

HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVA HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVA 

How is one to assess and evaluate a How is one to assess and evaluate a 
type face in terms of its esthetic de- type face in terms of its esthetic de- 
sign? Why do the pace-makers in the sign? Why do the pace-makers in the 
art of printing rave over a specific art of printing rave over a specific 
face of type? What do they see in it? face of type? What do they see in it? 
Why is it so superlatively pleasant to Why is it so superlatively pleasant to 
their eyes? Good design is always their eyes? Good design is always 
practical design. And what they seein _ practical design. And what they see in 

(solid) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijklmnopaqrstuvwxyzfiflfffifl [($£,.:;/-’?!* F£§]])] 1234567890 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzfiflffif [($£,.:;/-’?!* + £§])] 1234567890 

Matrix Information: 144262. Lower case alphabet, 158 points. Figures, .0968; comma and period, .0484; thin space, .0277. Code word, ZINUT.



SPARTAN MEDIUM \ with ITALIC 

| The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. How is o 
| to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its est 12 

design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of printing 

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. How is o 
to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its est 12 
design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of printing 

(solid) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXY Z& 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijklmnopgrstuvwxyz 1234567890 ($,.:;/~"?!) | 
abcdetghijklmnopgqrstuvwxyz 1234567890 ($,.:;/-’?!) 

1234567890 1234567890 53-9 vesisere%0 r20sSsa00| $3.9 
Ua Umea os spin ato (352th ald Sn oe baron Melon We Wb Susbyesd ena ree 

> 24 POINT, Two-Letter 

| The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog 
/ How is one to assess and evaluate a type 12 

face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do 

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog 
How is one fo assess and evaluate a type 12 
face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do 

(solid) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijklmnoparstuvwxyz 3456 ($,.:;/-'?!) 
abcdetghijklmnopgrstuvwxyz 3456 ($,.:;/-’?!) 

$3.49 1234567890 1234567890 $3.49 

Sopra a oma ae ace 
a :



SPARTAN MEDIUM \¥ One-Letter 

The quick brown fox jumps over the | 
dog. How is one to assess andevalu12 
a type face in terms of its esthetic desig 
Why do the pace-makers in the art of 
printing rave over 3456/7890 ($2?) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVW 
Me 98 ere | 

abcdefghijklmnoparstuvwxyz 

The quick brown fox jumps ove 
the lazy dog. How is one to a12 
and evaluate a type face in ter 
of its estheti 34567890 ($,.:;-’?!) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRS 
MO NAN oe 8 ee” 

abcdefghijklmnoparstuvwxyz 
jower case, except m and p, in cap sit 98 ide 90 channel, with caps and figures in Wide auxiliary. Code word, ZOFAR.



One-Letter ¥ SPARTAN MEDIUM ITALIC 

The quick brown fox jumps over the | 
. dog. How is one fo assess and evalu 12 

a type face in terms of its esthetic desig 
Why do the pace-makers in the art of 
printing rave over 34567890 ($,.:;-’?!) 

| ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVW 
AYZe: 3S ae 

abcdefghijklmnopagrstuvwxyz 

~The quick brown fox jumps ove 
the lazy dog. How is one to a 12 
and evaluate a type face in ter 
of its esthet 34567890 ($,.:;-’?!) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRS 

TUVWXYZG Soe 

abcdefghijklmnopaqrstuvwxyz



SPARTAN MEDIUM oe 
with HEAVY / How a 

fe. BOO. Gilip as. 
som QcQ | toNEW | 
CUES ON SELLING (QQ) | YORK i 
THE AMERICANA QQ) | | : 

he teh | ! 
WATER COOLERS (_)Q)(.)! Hh 

ts | 
SMPTE wee Gee ee ee | ! 

Unusual effects can be produced with Linotype i = I 3 

Spartan through the simple technique of using : : 

alternate colors for identical characters as ‘i ! 

illustrated. Here, Spartan Heavy with Medium ; By EVE T : 

are used. But in any weight of Spartan you : s McKINi Ey : 
achieve effective typography with marked : Manage, Ab, ‘ 
economy of composition and makeup. i Mutha: OUt the City Bureay : 

! How do ! 
! YU like Ne ! 

‘ w York? ! c 

Start with a new fabric that’s exactly 

right for shirts... Add a clean, keen 

finish that gives it life... Add longer 

R , * wear and style—right cut... 

And you'll have RADIN 

the new Manchester white shirt 

Radin is a day-in, day-out white shirt that always looks snowy-fresh. Add Radin famous plus features—size-fixt, 

man-formed, collar-perfect—and you get a sum total of quality that’s hard to beat. Start wearing Radin today!



3 SPARTAN MEDIUM | with HEAVY 
iq TL TS 

i COMPARISON OF SIZES 
' Pe egaee E Lower case alphabet, 90 points. Figures, .0484 

' to assess and evaluat ‘ace in terms its esthetic design’ -makers in art of inting r 13 HOW IS ONE fo assess and evalucts a f¥ee face in ferme of ine eatheris Astige? WHY do fhe Cesscmokers in ths Gr of brining ¢ 1234 
A 8 Point (8558) Lower case alphabet, 98 points. Figures, .0553 

' HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of p 1234 
i. HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of p 1234 

' 9 Point (9224) 8 Point Alignment Lower case alphabet, 116 points. Figures, .0692 

q HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-ma 1234 
' HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-ma 1234 

' 10 Point (104512) Lower case alphabet, 130 points. Figures, .0761 

' HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do 1234 
' HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do 1234 

‘ 12 Point (124518) Lower case alphabet, 151 points. Figures, .0899 

' HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design 1234 
' HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design 1234 

' 14 Point (144284) Lower case alphabet, 168 points. Figures, .0968 

' HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esth 1234 
HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esth 1234 
18 Point Spartan Heavy with Medium (18A104) Lower case alphabet, 220 points. Figures, .1107 

HOW IS one to assess and evaluate a type face in te 12 
HOW IS one to assess and evaluate a type face in te 12 

Also available in one-letter matrices as Spartan Heavy (184.433), and as Spartan Medium (184435) 

24 Point Spartan Heavy with Medium (24104) Lower case alphabet, 274 points. Figure 1, .1107 or .166; 2 to 0, .166 

HOW IS one to assess and evaluate a typ 12 | 
HOW IS one to assess and evaluate a typ 12 | 

Also available in one-letter matrices as Spartan Heavy (24A397), and as Spartan Medium (24399) | 

Te a arta een em ne net tA RRR AA AA AT tt RRR A RC ER, | 

LIST OF CHARACTERS AVAILABLE | 
sil iease- (6 TO 14 POINT) | 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

| 

12345  abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 67890 
12345 abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 67890 

$£,.:;'-'2!-|-A Gee... O*TtSI[1@ bwYANAM A 
$£,.:;'-'2?!-| Adee --- ()* TESIL1@ th % fifl ff fi Ml 

Ve V4 Ye V2 Ye 9 7 Va 2 Vs 76% 4 Vo % 
YU %2 ne V3 7s 5% 54M % 

EFSEE2E33 
B23LE2 E43 

ALTERNATIVE CHARACTER—SPECIAL No, 1 

a a 

‘ Made in all sizes and supplied on special order 

al et



SPARTAN MEDIUM |! with HEAVY 
_ 

6 POINT 
HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TYPE FACE IN TER HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TYPE FACE IN TER 
OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WHY DO THE PACE-MAKERS IN TH OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WHY DO THE PACE-MAKERS IN TH 
How is one to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its es- | How is one to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its es- 
thetic design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of printing rave _ thetic design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of printing rave } 
over a specific face of type? What do they see in it? Why is itso over a specific face of type? What do they see in it? Why is it so 
superlatively pleasant to their eyes? Good design is always prac. superlatively pleasant to their eyes? Good design is always prac- 
tical design. And what they see in a good type design is, partly, _tical design. And what they see in a good type design is, partly, } 
its excellent practical fitness to perform its work. It Res a “heft” its excellent practical fitness to perform its work. It has a “heft’’ 
and balance in alll of its parts just right for its size, as any good —_ and balance in all of its parts just right for its size, as any good 
tool has. Your good chair has all of its parts made nicely to the _ tool has. Your good chair has all of its parts made nicely to the 
right size to do exactly the work that the chair has to do, neither right size to do exactly the work that the chair has to do, neither 
clumsy and thick, nor “skinny” and weak, no waste of material clumsy and thick, nor ‘’skinny” and weak, no waste of material 
and no lack of strength. And, beyond that, the chair may have and no lack of strength. And, beyond that, the chair may have 
been made by a man who worked out in it his sense of fine been made by a man who worked out in it his sense of fine 
shapes and curves and proportions: it may be, actually, a work shapes and curves and proportions: it may be, actually, a work 
of art. The same thing holds for shapes of letters. And your chair, _ of art. The same thing holds for shapes of letters. And your chair, 
or your letter (if a true artist made it) will have, besides its good or your letter (if a true artist made it) will have, besides its good 
looks, a suitability to the nth degree fo be Sct in; or stamped cn _ looks, aisuitability to the nth degree to be sat in, or stamped on 
paper and read. That explains, ina way,,why the experts rave paper and read. that explains, ina way, why the experts rave 

(solid) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzfiN fim —[(SE,.2;/-/2!*44§9])] 1234567890 
abedefghijklmnoparstuvwxyzfiFim — [(SE,.:;/~"21"448]])] 1234567890 

Matrix Information: 64.452. Lower case alphabet, 90 points. Figures, .0484; comma, period and thin space, .0277. Code word, ZITTU. 
a en nt tne 

8 POINT 
HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TYPE FACE IN HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TYPE FACE IN 
TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WHY DO THE PACE-MA TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WHY DO THE PACE-MA 

How is one to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of | How is one to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of 
its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of __ its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of 
printing rave over a specific face of type? What do they see _ printing rave over a specific face of type? What do they see 
in it? Why is it so superlatively pleasant to their eyes? Good _ in it? Why is it so superlatively pleasant to their eyes? Good 
design is always practical design. And what they see ina design is always practical design. And what they see in a 
good type design is, partly, its excellent practical fitness to good type design is, partly, its excellent practical fitness to 
perform its work. It has a “heft” and balance in all of its perform its work. It has a “heft” and balance in all of its 
parts just right for its size, as any good tool has. Your good _ parts just right for its size, as any good tool has. Your good 
chair has all of its parts made nicely to the right size to do . chair has all of its parts made nicely to the right size to do 
exactly the work that the chair has to do, neither clumsy _ exactly the work that the chair has to do, neither clumsy { 
and thick, nor “skinny” and weak, no waste of materialand —_ and thick, nor “skinny” and weak, no waste of material and 
no lack of strength. And, beyond that, the chair may have __ no lack of strength. And, beyond that, the chair may have ] 
been made by a man who worked out in it his sense of fine | been made by a man who worked out in it his sense of fine { 
shapes and curves and proportions: it may be, actually, a shapes and curves and proportions: it may be, actually, a 

(solid) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abedefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzfiflf#fifl [($£,.:;/-?!*F $§{])] 1234567890 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzfiflfffiM  [($E,.:;’~"2!*+$§]])] 1234567890 

4 Matrix Information: 8.558. Lower case alphabet, 98 points. Figures, 0553; comma, period and thin space, .0277. Code word, ZIYMA. 
SY 

9 POINT 
HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TYPE F HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TYPE F 
IN TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WHY DO THE IN TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WHY DO THE 

How is one to seeet and exacts ones face im How is one to assess and evaluate a type face in 
terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-mak- terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-mak- , ers in the art of printing rave over a specific face of faahi Parry . 

ee ah ers in the art of printing rave over a specific face of type? What do they see in it? Why is it so superla- yoo? Whatdo th in it? Why is i 
tively pleasant to their eyes? Good design isalways ‘YPe* What do they see ini y is it so superla- 
practical design. And what they see in a good type tively pleasant to their eyes? Good design is always 
design is, partly, its excellent practical fitness to practical design. And what they see in a good type 
perform its work. It has a “heft” and balance in all design is, partly, its excellent practical fitness to 
of its parts just right for its size, as any good tool perform its work. It has a “heft” and balance in all 
et: eur gced chair nce all of lis Batts rade ee of its parts just right for its size, as any good tool 

hair Rae odes caliercliaey cad thee noe akin. hoe vevngeed)chait has all/ef its parts made nice: Gi a a ; ‘ 
ny” and weak, no waste of material and no lack of Me fo ie en wie ao. ely she vor that ihe 
strength. And, beyond that, the chair may have Chair has to do, neither clumsy and thick, nor “skin- 
been made by a man who worked outinithissense "Y and weak, no waste of material and no lack of 

(on eight point body) (Gran ing palm bady) 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& } 

abcdefghijklmnopaqrstuvwxyzfiflfffifl [($£,.:;/-/2!* t¢§1)] 1234567890 
abcdefghijkImnopqrstuvwxyzfiflffffifl [($£,.:;’-'2!* t£§1)] 1234567890 

Matrix Information: 9224. Alignment is 8 point and will cast on 8 point body. Lower case alphabet, 116 points. Figures, .0692; comma, 
period and thin space, .0346. Code word, ZOLFA.



SPARTAN MEDIUM \ with HEAVY 
SUE ee eae 

10 POINT 

HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A 

How is one to assess and evaluate a type face How is one to assess and evaluate a type face 
| in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the 

pace-makers in the art of printing rave over pace-makers in the art of printing rave over 
| a specific face of type? What do they see in a specific face of type? What do they see in 

it? Why is it so superlatively pleasant to their it? Why is it so superlatively pleasant to their 
eyes? Good design is always practical de- eyes? Good design is always practical de- 
sign. And what they see in a good type de-_ sign. And what they see in a good type de- 
sign is, partly, its excellent practical fitness to sign is, partly, its excellent practical fitness to 
perform its work. It has a “heft and balance _ perform its work. It has a “heft” and balance 

(solid) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzfiflfffifl —[($£,.:;/-’2!* F£§])] 1234567890 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzfiflfffif [($£,.:;’-2!* F£§])] 1234567890 

Matrix Information: 104512. Lower case alphabet, 130 points. Figures, .0761; comma, period and thin space, .038. Code word, ZIYNE. 

nineteen eee 

12 POINT 

HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALU HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALU 

How is one to assess and evaluate a How is one to assess and evaluate a 
type face in terms of its esthetic design? type face in terms of its esthetic design? 
Why do the pace-makers in the art of Why do the pace-makers in the art of 
printing rave over a specific face of printing rave over a specific face of 
type? What do they see in it? Why is it type? What do they see in it? Why is it 
so superlatively pleasant to their eyes? so superlatively pleasant to their eyes? 

} Good design is always practical design. Good design is always practical design. 
And what they see in a good type de- And what they see in a good type de- 

(solid) | 
! ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& | 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& | 

abcdefghijklmnoparstuvwxyzfiflffffif [($£,.:;'-'2!* ¢£§])] 1234567890 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzfiflffffifl — [($£,.:;’-"2!* + £§1])] 1234567890 | 

Matrix Information: 124518. Lower case alphabet, 151 points. Figures, .0899; comma, period and thin space, .0449. Code word, ZIYOC. | 

14 POINT 

HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EV HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EV | 

How is one to assess and evaluate How is one to assess and evaluate 
: a type face in terms of its esthetic a type face in terms of its esthetic 

design? Why do the pace-makers design? Why do the pace-makers 
in the art of printing rave over a in the art of printing rave over a 
specific face of type? What do they specific face of type? What do they 
see in it? Why is it so superlatively see in it? Why is it so superlatively 
pleasant to their eyes? Good de- pleasant to their eyes? Good de- j 
sign is always practical design. And _ sign is always practical design. And 

(solid) 

) ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

| ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzfiflffifl [($£,.:;’-’2!* F£§]])] 1234567890 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzfiflfffif [($£,.:;'-'?!* + £§1])] 1234567890 

Matrix Information: 144284. Lower case alphabet, 168 points. Figures, .0968; comma and period, .0484; thin space, .0277. Code word, ZIYOJ.



SPARTAN HEAVY )! with MEDIUM 

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. How is 0 
to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its est 12 

! design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of printing | 

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. How is 0 | 
to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its est 12 | 
design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of printing | 

(solid) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
| ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

| abcdefghijklmnopgrstuvwxyz 1234567890 ($,.:;’-"?!) 
| abcdefghijklmnopgqrstuvwxyz 1234567890 ($,.:;’-'2!) 

1234567890 1234567890 $349 t2sssere00 i20sse7a%0 $349 
Ra op Re ev ee aco ee 

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog 
How is one to assess and evaluate a type 12 
face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do 

| The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog 
How is one to assess and evaluate a type 12 
face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do 

(solid) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijklmnoparstuvwxyz 3456 ($,.:;/-’?!) 
abcdefghijklmnopaqrstuvwxyz 3456 ($,.:;/-’?!) 

$3.49 1234567890 1234567890 $3.49 

seas at etter a eet 
34



At the new SPARTAN 

Ss HEAVY 
" with Italic 

Hotel 

| Fun in Holiday Land | 
Orchestra 

Dances 
| Travel Package - 

Ventriloquist H Ii d T 
laday fours: 

Rhumbas 0 y 

Magic TO THE 

first presented at 9:00 p.m. G R E A T 
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SPARTAN HEAVY } with ITALIC 
Gee 

COMPARISON OF SIZES 

6 Point (64484) Lower case alphabet, 90 points. Figures, .0484 
HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of printing r 1234 
HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of printing r 1234 

8 Point (8530) Lower case alphabet, 98 points. Figures, .0553 

HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of p 1234 
HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of p 1234 
9 Point (9A96) 8 Point Alignment Lower case alphabet, 116 points. Figures, .0692 

HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-ma 1234 
HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-ma 1234 

10 Point (104490) Lower case alphabet, 131 points. Figures, .0761 

HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do 1234 
HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do 1234 

12 Point (124.498) Lower case alphabet, 151 points. Figures, .0899 

HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design 1234 
HOW IS ONE fo assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design 1234 
14 Point (144.264) Lower case alphabet, 169 points. Figures, .0968 

HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthe 1234 
HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthe 1234 
18 Point, Two-Letter (18102) Lower case alphabet, 221 points. Figures, .1107 

HOW IS one to assess and evaluate a type face in te 12 
HOW IS one to assess and evaluate a type face in te 12 

Also available in one-letter matrices as Spartan Heavy (184433) 

24 Point, Two-Letter (24102) Lower case alphabet, 275 points. Figure 1, .1107 or .166; 2 to 0, .166 

HOW IS one to assess and evaluate a typ 12 
HOW IS one to assess and evaluate a typ 12 

Also available in one-letter matrices as Spartan Heavy (24397) 

LIST OF CHARACTERS AVAILABLE 

(6 TO 14 POINT) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

12345 abedefghijklmnopgrstuvwxyz 67890 
12345 abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 67890 

$£,.:;'-'2?1/'-|-A@ee... ()*tE8IL1@ bh% fA ff fi M 
$E,.:;'-'?1/1-|-A@ee ..-()* FISILI@bBwKANAAM|A 

Ve Va 36 V2 9h 34 Te Vs 25 V5 5 95 45 Vo % BERR 533 
Ye Va Ye Va 5 4 Ve Vs 95 V5 45 5 5 Vo % BAELELELE 

TWO-LETTER LOGOTYPES (Not shown in point-size specimens on following pages) 

F. P. Ta Te Th To Tr Tu Tw Ty T. Va Ve Vo V. Wa We Wh Wi Wo Wr W. Ya Ye Yo Y. 
F. P. Ta Te Th To Tr Tu Tw Ty T. Va Ve Vo V. Wa We Wh Wi Wo Wr W. Ya Ye Yo Y. 

FA PA TA VA WA YA i 
FA PATA VA WA YA 

ALTERNATIVE CHARACTER—SPECIAL No. 1 

ana 
Made in all sizes and supplied on special order



One-Letter » SPARTAN HEAVY \ and ITALIC 
A ES 

COMPARISON OF SIZES + SPARTAN HEAVY 

18 Point Spartan Heavy, One-Letter (18.433) Lower case alphabet, 221 points. Figures, .1107 : HOW IS one to assess and evaluate a type face in te 12 
24 Point Spartan Heavy, One-Letter (24397) Lower case alphabet, 274 points. Figure 1, .1107 or .166; 2 to 0, .166 

HOW IS one to assess and evaluate a typ 12 
30 Point Spartan Heavy, One-Letter (30A315) Lower case alphabet, 351 points. Figure 1, .1245 or .2075; 2 to 0, .2075 

36 Point Spartan Heavy, One-Letter (36191) Lower case alphabet, 422 points. Figure 1, .166 or .249; 2 to 0, .249 

nant pan ces 
COMPARISON OF SIZES + SPARTAN HEAVY ITALIC 

30 Point Spartan Heavy Italic, One-Letter (30A317) Lower case alphabet, 351 points. Figure 1, .1245 or .2075; 2 to 0, .2075 

36 Point Spartan Heavy Italic, One-Letter (364.193) Lower case alphabet, 422 points. Figure 1, .166 or .249; 2 to 0, .249 

| 

Convenient Paper Cutting Chart | 

A TABLE TO DETERMINE THE NUMBER OF SHEETS | 

REQUIRED TO OBTAIN 1000 UNITS 

| of sheet. | required of sheet | required of sheet | required of sheet | required of sheet | required of sheet | required | 

4 | 250 17 59 30 34 43 24 56 18 69 15 

5 | 200 18 56 31 33 44 23 57 18 70 15 

6 167 19 53 32 32 45 23 58 18 71 15 

Z 143 20 50 33 31 46 22 59 17 oa 14 

8 125 21 48 34 30 47 22 60 17 73 14 

) 112 22 46 35 29 48 21 61 17 74 14 | 

10 100 23 44 36 28 49 21 62 17, 75 14 } 

11 91 24 42 37 28 50 20 63 16 76 14 | 

12 84 25 40 38 27 51 20 64 16 77 13 | 

13 77 26 39 39 26 52 20 65 16 78 13 

14 72 27 38 40 25 53 19 66 16 79 13 

1 67 28 36 41 25 54 19 67 15 80 13 

16 63 29 35 42 24 55 19 68 15 81 13 | 

Courtesy International Paper Company 37 |



SPARTAN HEAVY ¥ with ITALIC 
sa rrereemeenetrmeseneeramnrarn teste tear er neat pant Ae EER Rn yore maa nnssanae one ene tnetimranne ns acres cama 

6 POINT 
HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TYPE FACE IN TER HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE.A TYPE FACE IN TER 
OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WHY DO THE PACE-MAKERS IN TH OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WHY DO THE PACE-MAKERS IN TH 
How is one to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its es- | How is one to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its es- 
thetic design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of printing rave —_ thetic design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of printing rave 
over a specific face of type? What do they see in it? Why is itso _over a specific face of type? What do they see in it? Why is it so 
superlatively pleasant to their eyes? Good design is always prac- _ superlatively pleasant to their eyes? Good design is always prac- 
tical design. And what they see in a good type design is, partly, tical design. And what they see in a good type design is, partly, 
its excellent practical fitness to perform its work. It has a “heft’’ _its excellent practical fitness to perform its work. It has a “heft” 
and balance in all of its parts just right for its size, as any good and balance in all of its parts just right for its size, as any good 
tool has. Your good chair has all of its parts made nicely to the —_ fool has. Your good chair has all of its parts made nicely to the 
right size to do exactly the work that the chair has to do, neither _right size to do exactly the work that the chair has to do, neither 
clumsy and thick, nor anny’ and weak, no waste of material clumsy and thick, nor “’skinny” and weak, no waste of material 
and no lack of strength. And, beyond that, the chair may have and no lack of strength. ana beyond that, the chair may have 
been made by a man who worked out in it his sense of fine been made by a man who worked out in it his sense of fine 
shapes and curves and proportions: it may be, actually, a work shapes and curves and proportions: it may be, actually, a work 
of art. The same thing holds for shapes of letters. And your chair, _ of art. The same thing holds for shapes of letters. And your chair, 
or your letter (if a true artist made it) will have, besides its good or your letter (if a true artist made it) will have, besides its good 
looks, a suitability to the nth degree to be sat in, or stamped on looks, a suitability to the nth degree to be sat in, or stamped on 
paper and read. That explains, in a way, why the experts rave paper and read. That explains, in a way, why the experts rave 

(solid) 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijkImnopqrstuvwxyzfflffim Piseecriare teem] 1234567890 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzfifl# Mf [($E,.:;'-’?!*71$]])] 1234567890 

Matrix Information: 64484. Lower case alphabet, 90 points. Figures, .0484; comma, period and thin space, .0277. Code word, ZOCOY. 

rar tA AEA RN i A ARR ANT 

8 POINT 
HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TYPE FACE IN HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TYPE FACE IN 
TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WHY DO THE PACE-MA TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WHY DO THE PACE-MA 

How is one to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of | How is one fo assess and evaluate a type face in terms of 
its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of 
printing rave over a specific face of type? What do they see _ printing rave over a specific face of type? What do they see 
in it? Why is it so superlatively pleasant to their eyes? Good _ in it? Why is it so superlatively pleasant to their eyes? Good 
design is always practical design. And what they see ina design is always practical design. And what they see in a 
good type design is, partly, its excellent practical fitness to good type design is, partly, its excellent practical fitness to 
perform its work. It has a “heft” and balance in all of its perform its work. It has a “heft” and balance in all of its 
parts just right for its size, as any good tool has. Your good _ parts just right for its size, as any good tool has. Your good 
chair has all of its parts made nicely to the right size to do — chair has all of its parts made nicely to the right size to do 
exactly the work that the chair has to do, neither clumsy exactly the work that the chair has to do, neither clumsy 
and thick, nor “skinny” and weak, no waste of materialand — and thick, nor “skinny” and weak, no waste of material and 
no lack of strength. And, beyond that, the chair may have _no lack of strength. And, beyond that, the chair may have 
been made by a man who worked out in it his sense of fine | been made by a man who worked out in it his sense of fine 
shapes and curves and proportions: it may be, actually, a shapes and curves and proportions: it may be, actually, a 

(solid) 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abedefghijkimnopqrstuvwxyzfiflfffif [($£,.:;'="2!*t4S])] 1234567890 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzfiflffifl [($£,.:;/~'?!*7 £§]])] 1234567890 

i Matrix Information: 8A530. Lower case alphabet, 98 points. Figures, .0553; comma, period and thin space, .0277. Code word, ZINUZ. 

en 

9 POINT 

HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TYPE F HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TYPE F 
IN TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WHY DO THE IN TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WHY DO THE 
How is one to assess and evaluate aeype face ies How is one to assess and evaluate a type face in 
soem Boeetin eee Slice of terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-mak- 
type? What do they see in it? Why is it so superla- Os = ihe artof printing Wi a specific face of 
tively pleasant to their eyes? Good designisalways 'YP& jat do they see in it? y is itso superla- 
practical design. And what they see in a good type _ tively pleasant to their eyes? Good design is always 
design is, partly, its excellent practical fitness to practical design. And what they see in a good type 
perform its work. It has a “heft” and balance in all design is, partly, its excellent practical fitness to 
of its parts just right for its size, as any good tool perform its work. It has a “heft” and balance in all 
has. Your good chair has all of its parts made nice- of its parts just right for its size, as any good tool 

y fc ne sight ore e do excelly. tne work thauihe has. Your good chair has all of its parts made nice- 
ec to do, neither clumsy and thick, nor ‘skin. 1, t9 the right size to do exactly the work that the 
ny” and weak, no waste of material and no lack of halelhda to donneliher clumarand thick ski 
strength. And, beyond that, the chair may have ©"! d i f Fee enon Sain: 
been made by a man who worked out init his sense "Y” and weak, no waste of material and no lack of | 

(on eight point body) (on nine point body) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijkImnopqrstuvwxyzfiflffmif —[($£,.:;'~’?!* t $$ 1)] 1234567890 
abcdetghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzfiflffffifl [($£,.:;'-"?1* F £$1)] 1234567890 

Matrix Information: 996. Alignment is 8 point and will cast on 8 point body. Lower case alphabet, 116 points. Figures, .0692; comma, 
period and thin space, .0346. Code word, ZODIY.



SPARTAN HEAVY ¥ with ITALIC 
A 

10 POINT 
HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A 
How is one to assess and evaluate a type face How is one to assess and evaluate a type face 
in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the 
pace-makers in the art of printing rave over pace-makers in the art of printing rave over 
a specific face of type? What do they see in a specific face of type? What do they see in 
it? Why is it so superlatively pleasant to their if? Why is it so superlatively pleasant to their 
eyes? Good design is always practical de- eyes? Good design is always practical de- 
sign. And what they see in a good type de-_ sign. And what they see in a good type de- 
sign is, partly, its excellent practical fitness to _ sign is, partly, its excellent practical fitness to 
perform its work. It has a “heft” and balance _ perform its work. It has a “heft” and balance 

(solid) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzfiflfffifl —[($£,.:;/-/2!* F£§])] 1234567890 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzfiflffifl [($£,.:;'-"2!* 7 £§1])] 1234567890 

Matrix Information: 104490. Lower case alphabet, 131 points. Figures, .0761; comma and period, .038; thin space, .0277. Code word, ZINYI. 

12 POINT 

HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALU HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALU 

How is one to assess and evaluate a How is one to assess and evaluate a 
type face in terms of its esthetic design? type face in terms of its esthetic design? 
Why do the pace-makers in the art of Why do the pace-makers in the art of 
printing rave over a specific face of printing rave over a specific face of 
type? What do they see in it? Why is it type? What do they see in it? Why is it 
so superlatively pleasant to their eyes? so superlatively pleasant fo their eyes? 
Good design is always practical design. Good design is always practical design. i 
And what they see in a good type de- And what they see in a good type de- | 

(solid) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzfiflffffiffl [($£,.:;/-2!* F£§])] 1234567890 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzfiflfffifl [($£,.:;/-"?!* + £§])] 1234567890 

Matrix Information: 124.498. Lower case alphabet, 151 points. Figures, .0899; comma and period, .0449; thin space, .0277. Code word, ZINZO. | 

14 POINT | 

HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EV HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EV | 

How is one to assess and evaluate How is one to assess and evaluate 
a type face in terms of its esthetic a type face in terms of its esthetic 
design? Why do the pace-makers design? Why do the pace-makers 
in the art of printing rave over a in the art of printing rave over a | 
specific face of type? What do they specific face of type? What do they 
see in it? Why is it so superlatively see in it? Why is it so superlatively 
pleasant to their eyes? Good design pleasant to their eyes? Good design 
is always practical design. And is always practical design. And 

(solid) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijkImnopqrstuvwxyzfiflfffif [($£,.:;’-’2!* F£8])] 1234567890 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzfiflffif [($E,.:;'-’2!* + i§])] 1234567890 

Matrix Information: 14.264. Lower case alphabet, 169 points. Figures, .0968; comma and period, .0484; thin space, .0277. Code word, ZIPAC. 

|



SPARTAN HEAVY \ with ITALIC 

The quick brown fox jumps ‘over the lazy dog. How is 0 
to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its est 12 
design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of printing 

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. How is o 
to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its est 12 
design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of printing 

(solid) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
| ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

| abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890 ($,.:;'-"?!) 
| abcdefghijklmnopgrstuvwxyz 1234567890 ($,.:;'-'?!) 

1234567890 1234567890 #34? Vessere%0 204Se70%0 $3.4 
ere ee 

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog 
How is one to assess and evaluate a type 12 
face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do 

| The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog 
How is one to assess and evaluate a type 12 
face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do 

(solid) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijklmnoparstuvwxyz 3456 ($,.:;’-"?!) 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 3456 ($,.:;'-"?!) | 

$3.49 1234567890 1234567890 $3.49 | 

zines Iowercase escent inane yet cape 9 funn ih ape and Rave aoa Code word, ZODES. Also avallale'in eneletter 

40



SPARTAN HEAVY \f One-Letter 

The quick brown fox jumps over th 
lazy dog. How is one to assess a 12 
evaluate a type face in terms of its 
esthetic design? Why do the pace- 
makers in the a 34567890 ($,.:;'-'?!) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVW 
RY ZG) Pe 

abcdefghijklmnoparstuvwxyz 

The quick brown fox jumps o 
the lazy dog. How is one to 12 | 
assess and evaluate atypef 
in terms 0 34567890 ($,.:;'-?!) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRS | 

TUVWXYZ&  *3°47....1284567890 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuwxyz 
in'Wige auxiliary, Code word, ZOFCO, c malty oa eat - |



SPARTAN HEAVY ITALIC ¥ One-Letter a 

The quick brown fox jumps over th 
lazy dog. How is one to assess a 12 
evaluate a type face in terms of its 
esthetic design? Why do the pace- 
makers in the art of printing rave o 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVW 
XYZ& ($,.:;'-?!) 1234567890 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

The quick brown fox jumps o 
the lazy dog. How is one to 12 
assess and evaluate a type f 
in terms of its esthet ($,.:;-?1)  _ 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRS * 
TUVWXYZ& 1234567890 Z 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuwxyz = 
PEM AACR GCIRCORDU MUM eae ey ere tae reanenige 22 crepe magazine and = 

42 =



ae os BPSD TIES A LATIN EOE LEO LEDGES LIA, 

| 

eee | 
| / BLACK | 

| with 
| ITALIC 

Kicks off a great new advertising ! | 

campaign for Denton’s instant coffee ! | 

aimed right at the big, profitable ! | 

Breakfast Market ! | 
(that’s when most of the coffee is consumed) | 

Kitchen ae N | 

— Recipes | 
ADMIT ONE ; | 

Ti FRYING 
To the eighteenth annual ' g + PIE s° cooKIE sk | 

eae a i 
HOBBY SHOW ' ont 

Lae 
July 2t07 + 3p.m.toll p.m. |} 

as 
Civic Auditorium ' ! 

Die ae ee 
Wilton, Connecticut : | 
RSE 

,



SPARTAN BLACK ¥ with ITALIC 
aT 

COMPARISON OF SIZES 

6 Point (64454) Lower case alphabet, 102 points. Figures, .0553 
HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in the ar 1234 
HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in the ar 1234 

8 Point (84532) Lower case alphabet, 111 points. Figures, .0622 

HOW IS ONE fo assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers 1234 
HOW IS ONE fo assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers 1234 

9 Point (94198) 8 Point Alignment Lower case alphabet, 127 points. Figures, .0761 

HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the 1234 
HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the 1234 

10 Point (104.492) Lower case alphabet, 143 points. Figures, .083 

HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? 1234 
HOW IS ONE fo assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? 1234 

12 Point (12500) Lower case alphabet, 172 points. Figures, .0968 

HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthe 1234 
HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthe 1234 
14 Point (144.266) Lower case alphabet, 196 points. Figures, .1107 

HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of 1234 
HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of 1234 
18 Point, Two-Letter (184108) Lower case alphabet, 244 points. Figures, .1107 

HOW IS one to assess and evaluate a type face 12 
HOW IS one to assess and evaluate a type face 12 

Also available in one-letter matrices as Spartan Black (184451), and as Spartan Black Italic (184457) 

24 Point, Two-Letter (244108) Lower case alphabet, 318 points. Figure 1, .1245 or .1937; 2 to 0, .1937 

HOW IS one fo assess and evaluate a 12 
HOW IS one fo assess and evaluate a 12 

Also available in one-letter matrices as Spartan Black (244.429), and as Spartan Black Italic (244415) 

LIST OF CHARACTERS AVAILABLE 

(6 TO 14 POINT) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

12345 abcdefghijkImnopqrstuvwxyz 67890 
12345 abcdefghijkImnopqrstuvwxyz 67890 

$£,.2;/-21[-|-A@ee... QO*TESILI@b% fifl ff ffi fA 
$E,.:7'-/2 1 -| -AEeece ---()* FIST [I @bYANT A 

YUuUB2UBUwBRAVYBwwM Y FTLELEZELFLIZELE 
YuUNRrhhharnVwwwyy %kLELETELILIZZE2% 

TWO-LETTER LOGOTYPES (Not shown in point-size specimens on following pages) 

F. P. Ta Te Th To Tr Tu Tw Ty T. Va Ve Vo V. Wa We Wh Wi Wo Wr W. Ya Ye Yo Y. 
F. P. Ta Te Th To Tr Tu Tw Ty T. Va Ve Vo V. Wa We Wh Wi Wo Wr W. Ya Ye Yo Y. 

FA PA TA VA WA YA 
FA PA TA VA WA YA i 

ALTERNATIVE CHARACTER—SPECIAL No. 1 

aoa 
Made in all sizes and supplied on special order i 

SS



One-Letter * SPARTAN BLACK \f and ITALIC 
iY 

COMPARISON OF SIZES + SPARTAN BLACK 

18 Point, One-Letter (184451) Lower case alphabet, 244 points. Figures, .1107 

HOW IS one to assess and evaluate a type face 12 
24 Point, One-Letter (244.429) Lower case alphabet, 316 points. Figure 1, .1245 or .1937; 2 to 0, .1937 

30 Point, One-Letter (304319) Lower case alphabet, 382 points. Figure 1, .1522 or .2213; 2 to 0, .2213 

36 Point, One-Letter (364195) Lower case alphabet, 435 points. Figure 1, .166 or .249; 2 to 0, .249 

pee 

COMPARISON OF SIZES +* SPARTAN BLACK ITALIC 

18 Point, One-Letter (184457) Lower case alphabet, 244 points. Figures, .1107 

HOW IS one to assess and evaluate a type face 12 
24 Point, One-Letter (244415) Lower case alphabet, 318 points. Figure 1, .1245 or .1937; 2 to 0, .1937 

30 Point, One-Letter (30A321) Lower case alphabet, 385 points. Figure 1, .1522 or .2213; 2 to 0, .2213 

| 
36 Point, One-Letter (364197) Lower case alphabet, 438 points. Figure 1, .166 or .249; 2 to 0, .249 | 

a a a a ce er 

GOTHIC No. 41 ADVERTISING FIGURES | 
18 TO 42 POINT. (18 to 30 point punched in normal or auxiliary position; 36 and 42 point | 
punched in auxiliary position only. Where figures run: See One-Line Specimen Book, page 118 | 

18 Point. Figure 1, .1107; 2 to 0, .166. 36 Point. Figure 1, .2075; 2 to 0, .315. 1 

123,.$¢ 1234567890,.$c'"-" 1934, G¢!2.-5 
. Code, Casts: Advertising fi _posi- 

en iworliter aispley mold, 184977, Code, ZELEV. Case fe 
Advertising: figlrejopfone:letter aleplay/ mola, 36A135, auxiliary position, Code, ZEFEB. Casts: Special advertising 
24 Point. Figure 1, .1383; 2 to 0, .2144. figure or display mold. 

123456,.$¢'2-*: | peapC 
24A313. Code, ZEFCE. Casts: Advertising figure or normal_posi- | 

tion of two-letter display mold. 24A319. Code, ZELFO. Casts: | 

Advertising figure or one-letter display mold. Mestre ere aolae 

30 Point. Figure 1, .1729; 2 to 0, .2698. 

| 1234,.$¢7"* 12345 C Te Cc ye 
30A235. Code, ZEFDI. Casts: Advertising figure or normal posi- 
tion of 24 point two-letter mold. 30A243. Code, ZELHA. Casts: 42A43, auxiliary position, Code, ZEFEV. Casts: Special advertising 
Advertising figure or one-letter display mold. figure or 36 point display mold. 

FRACTIONS (1%4, Y2, 34, Ys AND 24) ARE AVAILABLE IN ALL SIZES 

iene nn eee ta ese cata neteee



SPARTAN BLACK )f with ITALIC 
eR 

6 POINT 

HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TYPE FACE IN HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TYPE FACE IN 
TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WHY DO THE PACE-MA TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WHY DO THE PACE-MA 

How is one to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of | How is one fo assess and evaluate a type face in terms of 
its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of __ its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of 
printing rave over a specific face of type? What do they printing rave over a specific face of type? What do they 
see in it? Why is it so superlatively pleasant to their see in it? Why is it so superlatively pleasant to their 
eyes? Good design is always practical design. And what eyes? Good design is always practical design. And what 
they see in a good type design is, partly, its excellent they see in a good type design is, partly, its excellent 
practical fitness to perform its work. It has a “heft” and _ practical fitness to perform its work. It has a “heft” and 
balance in all of its parts just right for its size, as any balance in all of its parts just right for its size, as any 
good tool has. Your good chair has all of its parts made good tool has. Your good chair has all of its parts made 
nicely to the right size to do exactly the work that the __ nicely to the right size to do exactly the work that the 
chair has to do, neither clumsy and thick, nor “skinny” chair has to do, neither clumsy and thick, nor “skinny” 
and weak, no waste of material and no lack of strength. and weak, no waste of material and no lack of strength. 

(one point leaded) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
ABCDEFGHISKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijkImnopgrstuvwxyzfiflftfim He saaeses eats 1234567890 
abedefghijkimnopqrstuvwxyzfilftfiM —[(S£,.2;'='21*7 2 §{])] 1234567890 

Matrix Information: 6454. Lower case alphabet, 102 points. Figures, .0553; comma, period and thin space, .0277. Code word, ZITUF. 

LN 

8 POINT 

HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TYPE FAC HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TYPE FAC 

IN TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WHY DO THE PA___IN TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WHY DO THE PA 

How is one to assess and evaluate a type face in How is one to assess and evaluate a type face in 

terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers _ terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers 

in the art of printing rave over a specific face of in the art of printing rave over a specific face of 

type? What do they see in it? Why is it so superla- type? What do they see in it? Why is it so superla- 
tively pleasant to their eyes? Good design is always _ tively pleasant to their eyes? Good design is always 

practical design. And what they see in a good type __ practical design. And what they see in a good type 

design is, partly, its excellent practical fitness to per- design is, partly, its excellent practical fitness to per- 

form its work. It has a “heft” and balance in all of its form its work. It has a “heft” and balance in all of its 

parts just right for its size, as any good tool has. parts just right for its size, as any good tool has. 

Your good chair has all of its parts made nicely to Your good chair has all of its parts made nicely to 

the right size to do exactly the work that the chair _the right size to do exactly the work that the chair 

has to do, neither clumsy and thick, nor “skinny” and _ has to do, neither clumsy and thick, nor “skinny” and 
(one point leaded) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijkImnopqrstuvwxyzfiflfffiM —[($£,.:;'~'2!* +4§])] 1234567890 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzfiflfffifl —[($£,.:;'~"?!* + i §])] 1234567890 

Matrix Information: 84532. Lower case alphabet, 111 points. Figures, .0622; comma, period and thin space, .0311. Code word, ZIPAJ. 

4 SS ensaenennneseseet 

9 POINT 

HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TYPE HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TYPE 
FACE IN TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WHY FACE IN TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WHY 
How is one to assess and evaluate a type face e 
in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the ow is one RONESEGsE and evaluate a type face 
pace-makers in the art of printing rave over a in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the 
specific face of type? What do they see in it? pace-makers in the art of printing rave over a 
yo Be ae caeaian aly elena ie ee specific face of type? What do they see in it? 
Andi what!they ‘see in a/gooditype design Is, Way ls it so superlatively pleasant to their 

partly, its excellent practical fitness to perform ©Yes? Good design is always practical design. 
its work. It has a “‘heft’’ and balance in all of And what they see in a good type design is, 

is Bae crate ane ei ee partly, its excellent practical fitness to perform 
as. A ” u > 

nicely to the right size to do exactly the work #5 work. It has e heft and balance in all of 
that the chair has to do, neither clumsy and_ its parts just right for its size, as any good tool 
thick, nor “‘skinny’’ and weak, no waste of has. Your good chair has all of its parts made 
material and no lack of strength. And, beyond nicely to the right size to do exactly the work | 

(on eight point body) (on ten point body) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijkIlmnopqrstuvwxyzfiflfffif [($£,.:;-7!* + $§1)] 1234567890 
abcdefghijkImnopqrstuvwxyzfiflffif [($£,.2;'~'?!* + £§1)] 1234567890 

Matrix Information: 9198. Alignment is 8 point and will cast on 8 point body. Lower case alphabet, 127 points. Figures, .0761; comma, 
period and thin space, .038. Code word, ZOCZO.



~ SPARTAN BLACK \f with ITALIC 
EERE 

ma 10 POINT 
ine HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A 
want How is one to assess and evaluate a type How is one to assess and evaluate a type 
ty face in terms of its esthetic design? Why face in terms of its esthetic design? Why 

vat do the pace-makers in the art of printing do the pace-makers in the art of printing 
hake rave over a specific face of type? What do rave over a specific face of type? What do 
mea they see in it? Why is it so superlatively they see in it? Why is it so superlatively 
st pleasant to their eyes? Good design is al- pleasant to their eyes? Good design is al- 
dint, ways practical design. And what they see ways practical design. And what they see 

(one point leaded) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
ABCDEFGHISKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijkImnopqrstuvwxyzfiflffffiffl [($£,.:;’-’?!* + £§1])] 1234567890 
ims abcdefghijkimnopqrstuvwxyzfiflfffifh [($£,.2;’-2!* } £§])] 1234567890 

Matrix Information: 104492. Lower case alphabet, 143 points. Figures, .083; comma and period, .0415; thin space, .0277. Code word, ZIPBO. 

— (OSS TR RRNA RR SA NE ENA RAE AS SE OS RR, A A ER a 

im 12 POINT 

van HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EV HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EV 

mf How is one to assess and evaluate How is one fo assess and evaluate 
fe a type face in terms of its esthetic a type face in terms of its esthetic 

9 pels design? Why do the pace-makers design? Why do the pace-makers 
ic in the art of printing rave over a_ in the art of printing rave over a 
ee specific face of type? What dothey specific face of type? What do the it P ‘y SP Y. 
nel fis see in it? Why is it so superlatively see in it? Why is it so superlatively 
= pleasant to their eyes? Good de- pleasant to their eyes? Good de- 
et signis always practical design. And signis always practical design. And 

ined (one point leaded) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxy zfiflffffifl [($£,.:;’~"2!* + £§)] 1234567890 
abcdefghijkImnopgqrstuvwxy zfiflffffif —[($£,.2;-'21* 7 £§1)] 1234567890 

, Matrix Information: 12500. Lower case alphabet, 172 points. Figures, .0968; comma and period, .0484; thin space, .0277. Code word, ZIPCU. 

i= 14 POINT | 

EAI HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND E HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND E 

ed How is one to assess and eval- How is one to assess and eval- 
t ° . ° ° 

nh uate a type face in terms of its uate a type face in terms of its 
am esthetic design? Why do the esthetic design? Why do the 
ae pace-makers in the art of print- pace-makers in the art of print- 
di. ing rave over a specific face of ing rave over a specific face of 
ai type? What do they see in it? type? What do they see in it? 
ino Why is it sosuperlatively pleas- Why isit sosuperlatively pleas- 

94 ant to their eyes? Good design ant to their eyes? Good design 
(one point leaded) 

ae ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijkImnopqrstuvwxy zfiflffffiffl —[ ($£,.2;'-'2!* F£§])] 123 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzfiflfffif —[($£,.27'-'?!* + £§])] 123 

nom Matrix Information: 144.266. Lower case alphabet, 196 points. Figures, .1107; comma and period, .0553; thin space, .0277. Code word, ZIPDA.



SPARTAN BLACK ¥ with ITALIC 

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. Ho 
is one to assess and evaluate a type face in ter 12 
of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in 

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. Ho 
is one to assess and evaluate a type face in ter 12 
of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijkimnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890 ($,.:;’-’?!) 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890 ($,.:7'-"?!) 

123456789 123456789 $349 128656709 i204s6r09 $3.49 
Fo een eee ee ee ae a ta ee eaAaar feet ee he mt 

The quick brown fox jumps over the la 
dog. How is one to assess and evaluate 
a type face in terms of its 1234567890 
The quick brown fox jumps over the la 
dog. How is one to assess and evaluate 
a type face in terms of its 1234567890 

(two point leaded) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
abcdefghijkImnoparstuvwxyz (§,.:;-’?!) 
abcdefghijkimnopqrstuvwxyz ($,.:;-'?!) | 

$349 1234567890 1234567890 $3.49 

re ca a a 
48



— SPARTAN BLACK }f One-Letter 

) Ho 90 POINT 

i The quick brown fox jumps over 
i the lazy dog. How is one to as 12 
ri and evaluate a type face in ter 
nh of its esthetic design? Why do t 

pace-maker 34567890 ($,.:;'-’?!) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUV 
WXYZ& *3%....12985479% 

$4 ue 

a abcdefghijkimnopaqrstuvwxyz 
“ tet eee erg se lace ace Soy a ae eer 

@ The quick brown fox jumps 
sh over the lazy dog. How is 12 
it One to assess and 34567890 

0) (solid) 

mI ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRS 
1 TUVWXYZ& (§,.:;'-"?!) 
fi ° 
: abcdefghjkimnopqrstuwxyz 

$349, asses OB enna 
: in Wide auxiliary. Code word, ZOFEF. 49



The quick brown fox jumps over ) 
the lazy dog. How is one to as 12 
and evaluate a type face in ter 
of its esthetic design? Why do t 
pace-maker 34567890 ($,.:;'-'?!) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUV 
MOY LO Se 

abcdefghijklmnopaqrstuvwxyz | 

The quick brown fox jumps 
ever the lazy dog. How is 12 
one fo assess and evaluate a 

type face in terms 34567890 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQR 
STUVWXYZ& ($,.:;'-'?!) | 

abcdefghjkimnopqrstuwxyz 
Miiecumtiary coewordZOre ee Be gee mpi pcumege Si ge ac ate naaazIne an



~  GORE'S SPARTAN 
ver CENTER near ELM BLACK 

1 2 7 CONDENSED 
As AOS EN / é 

SEN | LY, with 
fer \ YY N | ITALIC 

i a OG f <a 

a™ <r SD o ol / Wie combined with 

2) LZ BIHAR IA i /e Spartan Medium Italic 
<n q Y \e Bea) AN NG provides a simple, 

; \s \ fe ae) effective dress 
\Q ie \\ a \ \ ¥ for a metropolitan 

INN 2 SL retailer, both for 

( \ i \ Tn -2 i newspaper space and 

Way Ee — Illustrations, direct mail 
| ~ = 

courtesy 

yt / NN Za Garfncel 
lian ok &Co,, 

JA i WAS Washington 

‘e°7 i] | ] TTT LA 

=; HUTT ATA 
| i | WB CEG 

° i | | Ms Gage MS ~=- Elaine GORE’S Je a 
CENTER near ELM (i RA ah s 

Rushmer’s = ED) Zolli 

»  HAND-CARVED CRYSTA, NEW! UTMI<" <= Vag 
i) Melano’s *S Hil 

Traced with blooms from an enchanted fores thin, self- Lage seiiskd mH 
Ke HITT 

R Beautifully shaped for sheer loveliness. From winding “ “ll Ht | | | 1 mn 

the distinguished Gore-Empire sixth floor Tre} 5 

| Trove collections. 330 

Other importations for the discriminating ho New and dramatic! For the first time, an 
1 unusually thin self-winding watch with the 

y Left to right: 894 inch, $13.75; 8% inch, $13. traditional accuracy and dependability 

_ 10 inch, $3.75; 7% inch, $10; 10 inch, $6.75...) ' see meme 
fame and treasured citations. 

Also at Monticello 17-Jewel, 14K gold filled, $95 
17-Jewel, 14K gold, from $150 

Federal fax included



SPARTAN BLACK COND. ¥ with ITALIC 

COMPARISON OF SIZES 
8 Point (84596) Lower case alphabet, 106 points. Figures, .0622 

HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in 1234 
HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in 1234 

10 Point (104534) Lower case alphabet, 118 points. Figures, .0692 

HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace- 1234 
HOW IS ONE fo assess and evaluate a type face in terms’of its esthetic design? Why do the pace- 1234 

12 Point (124548) Lower case alphabet, 131 points. Figures, .0761 

HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do 1234 
HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do 1234 
14 Point (144.292) Lower case alphabet, 141 points. Figures, .083 

HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? W 1234 
HOW IS ONE fo assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? W 1234 
18 Point, Two-Letter (18A114) Lower case alphabet, 178 points. Figures, .1107 

HOW IS one to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its e 12 
HOW IS one fo assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its e 12 

Also available in one-letter matrices as Spartan Black Condensed (18A471) 

24 Point, Two-Letter (24114) Lower case alphabet, 221 points. Figures, .1383 

o 

HOW IS one to assess and evaluate a type face in t 12 
HOW IS one to assess and evaluate a type face in t 12 

Also available in one-letter matrices as Spartan Black Condensed (244427) 

LIST OF CHARACTERS AVAILABLE 
(8 TO 14 POINT) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

12345 —abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 67890 
12345  abcdetghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 67890 

$£,.:;'-'2!-|-A@ee... Q*TES8111 @ th % fill ff ffi 
$£,.:;'-'2!-|-A€ee .--O*TESILI@ bh KANE iM 

¥%%%2% 4% 3% 
RUBRARULIY 

ALTERNATIVE CHARACTER—SPECIAL No. 1 

a a 
Made in all sizes and supplied on special order



| One-Letter + SPARTAN BLACK COND. )¥ and ITALIC srineesiccinceosnsseaciioaind giana sul es ee en 
COMPARISON OF SIZES + SPARTAN BLACK CONDENSED 

18 Point Spartan Black Condensed, One-Letter (184471) Lower case alphabet, 177 points. Figures, .1107 

| HOW IS one to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its e 12 
| 24 Point Spartan Black Condensed, One-Letter (24A427) Lower case alphabet, 217 points. Figures, .1383 

e | HOW IS one to assess and evaluate a type face in t 12 
| 30 Point Spartan Black Condensed, One-Letter (30A171) Lower case alphabet, 266 points. Figure 1, .1107 or .166; 2 to 0, .166 

| HOW IS one to assess and evaluate a type 12 
36 Point Spartan Black Condensed, One-Letter (36411) Lower case alphabet, 313 points. Figure 1, .1383 or .1937; 2 to 0, .1937 

| HOW IS d evaluate 12 | one fo assess and evaluate 
} SSS 

COMPARISON OF SIZES + SPARTAN BLACK CONDENSED ITALIC 

30 Point Spartan Black Condensed Italic (304323) Lower case alphabet, 275 points. Figure 1, .1107 or .166; 2 to 0, .166 

| HOW IS one fo assess and evaluate a type 12 
36 Point Spartan Black Condensed Italic (364.199) Lower case alphabet, 323 points. Figure 1, .1383 or .1937; 2 to 0, .1937 

HOW IS one fo assess and evaluate 12 

SPARTAN BLACK COND. \f with SPARTAN HEAVY 

COMPARISON OF SIZES 

18 Point with 14 Point, Two-Letter (18A122) Lower case alphabet, 175 points. Figures, .1107 

HOW IS one to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its e 12 
HOW IS one to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its e 12 
24 Point with 18 Point, Two-Letter (244122) Lower case alphabet, 222 points. Figure 1, .0968 or .1383; 2 to 0, .1383 

e 

HOW IS one to assess and evaluate a type face in t 12 
HOW IS one to assess and evaluate a type face in t 12 

LIST OF CHARACTERS AVAILABLE 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

12345 = abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 67890 
12345 abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 67890 

$,.27/-/21-... (FAFA 
$,.:;/-'?!- ...() fi FM 

Ve Va 30 Va 58 5a 72 374555546 V6% EAELEESF 
Va Va Ye V2 ee Te Va 7hVe%AsYsVVe% 8ASLELELG 

rc a a eee



SPARTAN BLACK COND. ¥ with ITALIC 

8 POINT 
3 HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TYPE FACE HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TYPE FACE 

IN TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WHY DO THE PAIN TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WHY DO THE PA 
How is one to assess and evaluate a type face in terms How is one to assess and evaluate a type face in terms 
of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in the of ifs esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in the 
art of printing rave over a specific face of type? What art of printing rave over a specific face of type? What 
do they see in it? Why is it so superlatively pleasant to do they see in if? Why is it so superlatively pleasant to 
their eyes? Good design is always pracHioal design: And their eyes? Good design is always practical design. And 
what they see in a good type design is, partly, its ex- what they see in a good type design is, partly, its ex- 

| cellent practical fitness to perform its work. It has a cellent practical fitness to perform its work. It has a 
| “heft” and balance in all of its parts just right for its “heft” and balance in all of its parts just right for its 

size, as any good tool has. Your good chair has all of its size, as any good fool has. Your good chair has all of its 
parts made nicely to the right size to do exactly the parts made nicely to the right size to do exactly the 

(solid) 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijkimnopqrstuvwxyzfiflfffifl [($£,.27’-’2!*T£81)] 1234567890 
abcdefghijkImnopgrstuvwxyzfiflfffifl [($£,.2;'-"2!* 7 2 $1)] 1234567890 

Matrix Information: 8.596. Lower case alphabet, 106 points. Figures, .0622; comma, period and thin space, .0311. Code word, ZOPYT. 

10 POINT 
HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TYPEF HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TYPE F 
IN TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WHY DO THE JIN TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WHY DO THE 
How is one to assess and evaluate a type face in How is one to assess and evaluate a type face in 
terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace- terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace- 
makers in the art of printing rave over a specific makers in the art of printing rave over a specific 
face of type? What do they see in it? Why is itso face of type? What do they see in it? Why is it so 
superlatively pleasant to their eyes? Good design _superlatively pleasant to their eyes? Good design 
is always practical design. And what they see in is always practical design. And what they see in 
a good type design is, partly, its excellent prac- a good type design is, partly, its excellent prac- 
tical fitness to perform its work. It has a “heft” tical fitness to perform its work. It has a “heft” 
and balance in all of its parts just right for its and balance in all of its parts just right for its | 

(solid) 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijkimnopqrstuvwxyzfiflffffifl [($£,.2;’-'2!*T£§1)] 1234567890 
abcdefghijkImnopqrstuvwxyzfiflfffifl [($£,.2;'-'2!" + £§1)] 1234567890 

Matrix Information: 104.534. Lower case alphabet, 118 points. Figures, .0692; comma, period and thin space, .0346. Code word, ZODBO. 

12 POINT 

HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE AT HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A T 
FACE IN TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? W_ FACE IN TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? W 

How is one to assess and evaluate a type face How is one fo assess and evaluate a type face 
in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the 
pace-makers in the art of printing rave over pace-makers in the art of printing rave over 
a specific face of type? What do they see in a specific face of type? What do they see in 
it? Why is it so superlatively pleasant to their it? Why is it so superlatively pleasant to their 
eyes? Good design is always practical design. eyes? Good design is always practical design. 
And what they see in a good type design is, And what they see in a good type design is, 
partly, its excellent practical fitness to per- partly, its excellent practical fitness to per- 
form its work. It has a “heft” and balance in form ifs work. It has a “heft” and balance in 

(solid) i 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& | 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzfififffif [($£,.:;’-'2!* +£8[])] 1234567890 
abcdefghijkImnopqrstuvwxyzfiflftfif [($£,.:;'-"2!*7 £81) ] 1234567890 

Matrix Information: 124548. Lower case alphabet, 131 points. Figures, .0761; comma, period and thin space, .038. Code word, ZODCU.



: : SPARTAN BLACK COND. ¥ with ITALIC 

t 14 POINT 

HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE 

\ How is one to assess and evaluate a type How is one fo assess and evaluate a type 
: face in terms of its esthetic design? Why face in terms of ifs esthetic design? Why 
: do the pace-makers in the art of printing do the pace-makers in the art of printing 
: rave over a specific face of type? What do rave over a specific face of type? What do 
; they see in it? Why is it so superlatively they see in it? Why is if so superlatively 
le (solid) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ8& 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzfiflfffill [($£,.:;‘-'2!* 1+8{])] 1234567890 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzfifftfifl [($£,.:;'-’?!* + £81)] 1234567890 

nf Matrix Information: 144292. Lower case alphabet, 141 points. Figures, .083; comma, period and thin space, .0415. Code word, ZOBUY. 

\ 18 POINT, Two-Letter 

1 The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. How is one to assess 
: and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? ($,.:;’-’?!) 
: The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. How is one fo assess 
i and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? ($,.:;'-'?!) 

It. (solid) 

: ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 1234567890 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 1234567890 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz — $3.49 1234567890 1234567890 $3.49 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz Two-Letter Superior Figures, Special No. 1 

eer uaTaHen tear taalse Spaefonc black acd eaaed ({S/US71)i doce WarNzOsAG:halneiET Mckee ae cee ae 

ij 24 POINT, Two-Letter 

" The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. How is o 
ce d | f e ($ ; / ‘91) 

he fo assess and evaluate a type ace In ferms (9,.:;- #2 
jer e e 

i The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy do ($,.:;’-'?!) 
ei (solid) 

i ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 1234567890 
‘ ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 1234567890 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz $949 1254S67 1230567 $3.09 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz Two-Letter Superior Figures, Special No. 1 

Matrix Information: 244114. Lower case alphabet, 221 points. Figures, .1383. Runs in 90-channel magazine; figures in ad figure channels 

(Keyboard Diagram No. 32). Code word, ZOBZU. Also available in one-letter matrices as Spartan Black Condensed (24427), code word, ZOJAH. 
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SPARTAN BLACK COND. \ One-letter 

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. 
How is one to assess and evaluate a type 12 
face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do 
the pace-makers in the art of printing rave 
over a specific face of type? What do they 
see in it? Why is it so 34567890 ($,.:;'-'?!) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
abcdefghijkimnopqrstuvwxyz *3:......7%5672% 

The quick brown fox jumps over the la 
| dog. How is one to assess and evalu 12 

a type face in terms of its esthetic des 
Why do the pace 34567890 (5,.:;’-’?!) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTU 
VWXYZ& °3:*°.....1284567890 

abcdefghijkimnopqrstuvwxyz 
ee



SPARTAN BLACK COND. ITALIC ¥ One-Letter 

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy d 
How is one fo assess and evaluate a type 12 
face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do 
the pace-makers in the art of printing rave 
over a specific face of type? What do they 
see in it? Why is it so 34567890 ($,.:;'-'?!) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz °3:...2°5222 

The quick brown fox jumps over the 
lazy dog. How is one fo assess and 12 
evaluate a type face in terms of its 
esthetic design 34567890 ($,.:;'-'?!) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTU 

VAXYZE OS 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
| Hee re Rati ede axcent toed win eau cide oOrcrannGl: With eap¥ Ghd faUres InTaUATTInTye Code ofartn eG nICAta cs: Mam es cee 
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SPARTAN BLACK COND. \f with SPARTAN HEAVY - 

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. How is one to assess 
and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do 12 
the pace-makers in the art of printing rave over a specific face of 
type? What do they see in it? Why is it so superlatively pleasant 
to their eyes? Good design is always practical design. And what 
The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. How is one to assess 
and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do 12 
the pace-makers in the art of printing rave over a specific face of 
type? What do they see in it? Why is it so superlatively pleasant 
to their eyes? Good design is always practical design. And what 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijkimnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890 ($,.:;’-"2!) y 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890 (§,.:;’-’?!) 

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. How is 0 
to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its est 12 
design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of printing 
rave over a specific face of type? What do they see in it 
The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. How is 0 
to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its est 12 
design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of printing 
rave over a specific face of type? What do they see in it 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijkimnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890 ($,.:;'-'2!) 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890 ($,.:;‘-'?!) 

$3.49 1234567890 1294567290 $3.49 
mera Ae Batam a ho Ha sion tp sanity sion Tp as Band 
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: MEDIUM COND. 
ara . 
m= = CATALOG _— with 

: BLACK COND. 

OF SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS 

THE LAWTON CO., INC. Specialists in the manufacture of instruments and 

1440 Wells Boulevard hypodermic needles for more than a half century. 
Chicago, Illinois : 

ve : 
LINOTYPE’S SPARTAN FAMILY is an ideal > 

selection for almost any sized shop to add to ' The New City ' 

its type resources. A family of graded weights, ' 

Linotype Spartan is applicable for a wide va- > Chamber of Commerce ' 

riety of work from simple forms to high qual- ' ff ' 

ity advertising display. Each weight and size ' offers sports, games, ' 

of Linotype Spartan is designed to harmonize ' Annual Eonineril 

with the other. And the condensed versions, — . penion ' 

indicated here in the Medium and the Black Outing $5,000 in prizes 
weights, have wide utility also. ' ' 

» Grand Basin Stadium 

» Saturday, August 28 

, Everyone is invited 

Admission free 

pay 
EYE before you BUY ; 

ATLAS OPTICS



SPARTAN MEDIUM COND. ¥ with BLACK COND. 

COMPARISON OF SIZES 
8 Point (84604) Lower case alphabet, 105 points. Figures, .0622 
HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in 1234 
HOW IS ONE fo assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in 1234 

10 Point (104604) < Lower case alphabet, 117 points. Figures, .0692 

HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace- 1234 
HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace- 1234 

j 12 Point (124604) Lower case alphabet, 130 points. Figures, .0761 

HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do 1234 
HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do 1234 
14 Point (144604) Lower case alphabet, 140 points. Figures, .083 

HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? W 1234 
HOW IS ONE to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? W 1234 
18 Point Spartan Black Condensed with Medium Condensed, Two-Letter (18116) Lower case alphabet, 177 points. Figures, .1107 

HOW IS one to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its e 12 
HOW IS one to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of its e 12 

Also available in one-letter matrices as Spartan Black Condensed (184471) 

24 Point Spartan Black Condensed with Medium Condensed, Two-Letter (24116) Lower case alphabet, 217 points. Figures, .1383 
e 

HOW IS one to assess and evaluate a type face in te 12 
HOW IS one to assess and evaluate a type face in te 12 

\ Also available in one-letter matrices as Spartan Black Condensed (244.427) 

LIST OF CHARACTERS AVAILABLE 
(8 TO 14 POINT) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
| ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

12345 —abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 67890 
12345 —abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 67890 

$£,.:;/-'?!-|-A€ee... ()*t tS 111% fill ff ffi fA 

$£,.:;'-'2?!-|-A@ee -- O*FTESTIIBAN TT iM 

Ve V4 Ye V2 58 54 7 Va V5 5 5 45 Vo % 
Vas % 2 eh V3 5 V5 75635 4% Vo % 1 

BEELEZELTL ER EEE 
BESTEL ETIS ESE SE 
ALTERNATIVE CHARACTER—SPECIAL No. 1 

a a 
Made in all sizes and supplied on special order



SPARTAN MEDIUM COND. ¥ with BLACK COND. 
SE 

8 POINT 
HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TYPE FACE HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TYPE FACE 
IN TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WHY DO THE PA IN TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WHY DO THE PA 

How is one to assess and evaluate a type face in terms _ How is one to assess and evaluate a type face in terms 
of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in the of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in the 
art of printing rave over a specific face of type? What _art of printing rave over a specific face of type? What 
do they see in it? Why is it so superlatively pleasant to _ do they see in it? Why is it so superlatively pleasant to 
their eyes? Good design is always practical design. And their eyes? Good design is always practical design. And 
what they see in a good type design is, partly, its ex- what they see in a good type desea is, partly, its ex- 
cellent practical fitness to perform its work. It has a __ cellent practical fitness to perform its work. It has a 
“heft” and balance in all of its parts just right for its “heft and balance in all of its parts just right for its 
size, as any good tool has. Your good chair has all of its _ size, as any good tool has. Your good chair has all of its 
parts made nicely to the right size to do exactly me een made nicely to the right size to do exactly the 

‘SOli 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzfiflffffifl [($£,.:;'-/2!* t$81)] 1234567890 
abcdefghijkIimnopqrstuvwxyzfififffifh [($£,.:;'-'2!* T£81])] 1234567890 

Matrix Information: 8A604. Lower case alphabet, 105 points. Figures, .0622; comma, period and thin space, .0311. Code word, ZONDI. 

10 POINT 
HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TYPE F HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A TYPE F 
IN TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WHY DO TH IN TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? WHY DO TH 
How is one to assess and evaluate a type face in How is one to assess and evaluate a type face in 
terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace- terms of its esthetic design? Why do the pace- 
makers in the art of printing rave over a specific makers in the art of printing rave over a specific 
face of type? What do they see in it? Why is itso face of type? What do they see in it? Why is it so 
superlatively pleasant to their eyes? Good design _superlatively pleasant to their eyes? Good design 
is always practical design. And what they see in is always practical design. And what they see in 
a good type design is, partly, its excellent practi- a good type design is, partly, its excellent practi- 
cal fitness to perform its work. It has a “heft” and _ cal fitness to perform its work. It has a “heft” and 
balance in all of its parts just right for its size, as _ balance in all of its parts just right for its size, as 

(solid) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzfiflfffifl [($£,.:;’-"2!*T£81)] 1234567890 
abcdefghijkimnopqrstuvwxyzfififffifl [($£,.:;’-'2!* T£81)] 1234567890 

Matrix Information: 10604. Lower case alphabet, 117 points. Figures, .0692; comma, period and thin space, .0346. Code word, ZONEB. 

12 POINT 

HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A T HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE A T 
FACE IN TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? W_ FACE IN TERMS OF ITS ESTHETIC DESIGN? W 

How is one to assess and evaluate a type face How is one to assess and evaluate a type face 
in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the 
pace-makers in the art of printing rave over pace-makers in the art of printing rave over 
a specific face of type? What do they see in a specific face of type? What do they see in 
it? Why is it so superlatively pleasant to their it? Why is it so superlatively pleasant to their 
eyes? Good design is always practical design. eyes? Good design is always practical design. 
And what they see in a good type design is, And what they see in a good type design is, 
partly, its excellent practical fitness to per- partly, its excellent practical fitness to per- 
form its work. It has a “heft” and balance in form its work. It has a “heft” and balance in 

(solid) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzfiflfffifl [($£,.:;’-'2!*T£8{])] 1234567890 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzfiflffffifl [($£,.2;’-’2!*+£8{])] 1234567890 

Matrix Information: 124604. Lower case alphabet, 130 points. Figures, .0761; comma, period and thin space, .038. Code word, ZOKAJ.



SPARTAN MEDIUM COND. ¥ with BLACK COND. 

14 POINT 

HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS AND EVALUATE 

How is one to assess and evaluate a type How is one to assess and evaluate a type 
face in terms of its esthetic design? Why face in terms of its esthetic design? Why 
do the pace-makers in the art of printing do the pace-makers in the art of printing 
rave over a specific face of type? What do rave over a specific face of type? What do 
they see in it? Why is it so superlatively they see in it? Why is it so superlatively 

(solid) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzfiflffffifl [($£,.:;/-’2!*t£811)] 1234567890 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzfiflftffifl [($£,.:;’-’2!* +48 1)] 1234567890 

Matrix Information: 14A604. Lower case alphabet, 140 points. Figures, .083; comma, period and thin space, .0415. Code word, ZOKAP. 

18 POINT Black Cond. with Medium Cond., Two-Letter | 

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. How is one to assess 
and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why d 12 
The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. How is one to assess 
and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why d 12 | 

(solid) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& | 

eo ( 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890 ($,.:;’-’2!) 
abcdefghijklmnopgrstuvwxyz 1234567890 ($,.:;’-’?!) 

aie Ileus etsetnitieserssl Sparponi block Condummaal (IO AAZI) Co WO ZOIABET ee ee ne Ae | 
rr rn rere net ER | 

24 POINT Black Cond. with Medium Cond., Two-Letter 

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. How is on 
° h 

to assess and evaluate a type face in terms of ($,.:;’-’2!) 
The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog ($,.:;’-"?!) 

(soli 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 1234567890 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 1234567890 a 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz $3.49 12345678 12345678 $9.49 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz Two-Letter Superior Figures, Special No. 1 

Here ernest. 2 ct ta eter mane Seo eee 
ZOJAH. 
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fo ene gpoRtswen 

f Pa KEY" 
Le co ge 
ot Knor* QhINWEAR 

the or ® s GR WE 
le all 'S od gro EAR 
dipped profile as wun! 

in soft velour i yok 9g pert WEAR 
by burton we ear ® yNnvt 

GW 
one of the season’s most uns ( 

flattering silhouettes in a \ 
i 

hat of fine velour... gion S we packer \ 

from our new fall BV FOR ve DS \ 
collection of millinery BR AN \ 
by burton. In black, youl? N 1 E \G LE 
brown, navy, red, dark wae . “yale a \ 
green, coffee, gold, 2 

peacock or frost white. Illustrations, Courtesy 

a ale eae is) re ee es Bina © Cosvtcrke 
$9.95 

hat bar, upper level GOOD LO . HARD WEARING : Cnty PRACTI 

BURTON'S | ie: 
om oteuctio (CORDUROY JACKETS "yy 

; 61012..... 10 isi020...... 218? a4 ¥ 

' Rugged jackets that can take anything an =f \ \ 

| active young boy can give... well tailored | i 

‘for a smart appearance at all times. Rayon # a Won 

| lined; maroon, green, rust or brown. a ri 

: boy's clothing, third floor | : Pye \, 
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SPARTAN DUPLICATE 
eee 

SPARTAN DUPLICATE offers a simplified method of The 5-point Spartan Condensed Duplicate casts in the 

making food-store composition easier, faster and bet- center of 12 point. In the explanatory specimens, be- 
ter looking. This type of work, previously requiring low, the centered line is cast from the auxiliary posi- | 

logotypes or cut-ins, is now set at keyboard speed on tion, and the double line from the normal position. 

full measure slugs, without costly equipment. 

There are two identical characters on each matrix. No. 2 z M 
One is in the normal alignment and the character in Overhanging sug> PEAS Del Monte 2 21c 

the auxiliary position in special alignment to cast in i: 
1 the center of display lines. The 6-point size casts in the Supporting Slug —> Cans 

! center of 12 point, the 8- and 9-point in the center of No. 2 
18 point, and the 10-point in the center of 24 point. Acetic PEAS Del Monte 2 Cans 2c 

{ 

5 POINT CONDENSED DUPLICATE WHITE CELERY Ficrisa stak 17c RHUBARB Fancy tot House 1». 23¢ 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& New Red Se ere GRAPEFRUIT to.1 case 3 %20c POTATOES sic 30: 19c 
abedefghiikImnoparstuvwxyzfifffiffl 1234567890 CHOPPED BEEF Fresh vaity ». 65¢ MACKEREL tasy—soston 1. 23¢ 

defahijkl fiffFfRA 1234567890 ps 
Sees PM ada en SLICED BACON seme s 65¢ PATTIES ‘tinorver » 55¢ 

ay el —%o/8 Va: /2' a7 

USE, .33/-!2!*1)] —%VeVa90'/256%A70 DUCKS °° )2""s » 41e Fryers Regular Dressed Ib. AOE 

Matrix Information: 5444. Lower case alpha- DRIED BEEF “2 45c Steaks Prenue » 89e 
bet, 69 points. Figures, .0415; comma, period : 
and thin SpReE, “0077, Alignment: Normal fo! FRESH DATES Oia 17¢ Pears Best Western @ Ibs. 25S 

ition, 5 point; auxili ition, special t 
center on 12 point, codeword, ogc. SCG GREEN PEAS «1» 19¢ Apples 1s: » 10¢ 

6 POINT Olive Oi] BarNet 402.80. 19¢ Applesauce 20 oz. can 2 for 29¢ 
' ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& Fi 3 
| ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& Lifebuoy Soap 8th 2for25c Loins of Pork Jersey tb. 53¢ 

| abcdefghijkImnopqrstuywxyzfifl fim Heinz Soup Tomato can]Qc Carrots Big Western bunch 12¢ 
| abedefghijkimnoparstuywxy zfifl FAA P Napkinerie 2 eceo5 P i Cc 1 6 0. 

1234567890 [(S,.:;'-'2!*t)]}-+% a Ce 9 . a a ola sorties 30¢ 
1234567890 [($,.:;'-'2!*t)]}—+% melts Pan-ready Lb. ic S. 5 ON Bee 734-0z. 53¢ 

Brand can 
VaVa¥eV25e7/a Long Island’s 

VeVsVal/253s7o DUCKS '°"¢,'sore’s ub. d1c Dessert Shells Pks. of 6 for 20c 
| Sugared 

Matrix Information: 6.470. Lower case alpha- Bab-O Cleanser 2cons25¢ DONUTS , Gere"... 12 for 23c 
bet, 90 points. Figures, .0484; comma, period For Lingerie, Lge. 
end thin cpaces (C277. -Aligamente Normal. 66: DREFT Disherr eter, PRG; 32c Cheddar sho» ».65¢ 
sition, 6 point; auxiliary position, special to : 
tater onl 12) poinfs Code word, ZiVslt Pears Sweet D'ANJou 21bs.29c CORN Am 2'%°329¢ 

ee 

8 POINT “11= ’ 
Williamson's Tea Bags *=.-F16 17¢ 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& Poriieaich re 
‘or the dishes, jedium ascoercuukmnorarstuvwxvze = OWAN SOAP icnayondten 2 “cares 19c 

abcdefghijkimnopgrstuvwxyzfifl fim S iced Lun ch eon Meat Grade A sliced tb. 65 
abcdefghijkimnoparstuvwxyzfifl fF Aim P 6 c 

1234567890 [($E,.:;-'2!*t)1|—+ % Country Boy Pork Sausage LINK Lb. 63¢ 
1234567890 [($£,.:;‘-'?!*+)] —+% Mi 

ixed Salted Nut Meats *22!0¢0=.ceto. sas 45¢ 
VaVa¥eV25e347e 

. 
Varadan New Monte Apricot Nectar »2" <> 10c 

Boneless Ready-to-Eat , 
FRESH PORK BUTTS ° rasmus 79c 

Matrix Information: 84.552. Lower case alpha- 
bet, 98 points. Figures, .0553; comma, period Hot Cross Buns Package of 10 for 35c 
and thin space, .0277. Alignment: Normal po- Se ney 
sition, 7 point; auxiliary position, special to a 
enter on 18 point. Code word, ZITRI. ORANGES (1h or iuice 5 wu. 39e¢ 

Dee eee



\f SPARTAN DUPLICATE 
ee Ee 

Campfire Marshmallows rs. 35¢ ° ~ Rhecergniiviae caine 
BABY FOOD asax straineo 1(Q) sars 97¢ ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

= 1 = abcdefghijkImnopqrstuvwxyzfifl fim 

Milady s Blintzes 2 S Oz kas: 79c abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzfiflfffif 

BLUEBERRIES ae Ne. 303 99 1234567890 [($,.:;'-'2!*t)]—+% 
an 1234567890 [($,.:;'-'?!* t)]—+ % 

Baker’s Chocolate Bits 2 Pko:. 35¢ Vaid VaS634T6 

WALL INN COOKIES ores rks. 41¢ ee 
Matrix Information: 9106. Lower case alphabet, 116 points. 

BOCK BEER oe 2 cans 27 € mente Hormel pston, pinay poston, sped fo 
center on point. Code word, le 

F.F.S. Saltines «rs. 29¢ 

HEINZ SOUP [227% con 106 

New String Beans ‘ors: wv. 17¢ 
GRAPE JUICE wacs 24°7 qic 

e Ch f 8 2 10 POINT 

Spaghetti Sauce Chef 80x. can 15c ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
VEAL PATTIES DELICIOUS LB. 95c ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 

abcdefghijkl mnopqrstuvwxyzfiflfffifA 

Smoked Pork Shoulders Lb. 49c abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzfiflfFffifA 

I 1234567890 [($£,.:;‘-'?!*+)]|—+ % 

Sliced Rye ee Loaf 17c 1234567890 [($£,.:;'-’2!*+)] —+ % 

YaVaHeVr563470V%49s E44 
18 OZ. ].&1L BEANS "%%22c ——sswsuwumn tn 

Hip Matrix Inf tion: 10.506. Lower habet, ints. 

Pork Chops ai“ 43¢ SiS eo pom ech ae 
to center on point. Code word, ZITSO. 

LARGE 
SU PER SU DS PKGE. 32c 

Bill's Apple Sauce 2 += 29c 
U.S.No.1 LB. 

POTATOES ‘an’ 10 csc 37 

Sliced Swiss °°". 70c 

EXAMPLE showing Spartan Duplicate Matrices for Food-Store work 
Overhanging Slug _____ Supporting Slug Assembled ‘ 

Salt 3 = 32¢ = Sallt fi) 3 = 32¢ 
NOTE: The normal position is in standard alignment and is intended to be used for regular composition also
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